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1. Introduction

This page is in Czech. Would you like to translate it?

— Google

It would make for a nice brain-teasing question, for which job interviewers at
Google are famous,1 to ask: "How many bilingual elves would Google have
to employ in order to translate all the words, sentences and web pages that
are send to Google Translate service every day?"2 Obviously, it would be a hy-
pothetical question. No bilingual elves are involved in the translation of the
cornucopia of texts send to Google Translate each day. And no human trans-
lators either: Google Translate is fully implemented using computer software
only.

The approach Google Translate uses to deliver translations is described as ma-
chine translation (MT) and more formally can be defined as a design or devel-
opment of computer software capable of fully automated translation of text or
speech from one natural language to another. The words "fully automated" are
important here asmachine translation should not be confusedwith approaches
that only aim to design computer programs to help human translators to work
more efficiently: these are typically referred to as computer-aided translation
(CAT) systems.

The first attempts to use computers for human language translation date back
to the early ages of computing. Weaver (1949) in his famous memorandum
suggested:

(...) the possibility of contributing at least something to the solution
of the world-wide translation problem through the use of electronic
computers of great capacity, flexibility, and speed.

The outset of the MT field in the 1950s was marked by immense optimism,
leading to prognoses that machine translation would be a problem solved
within a few years (Hutchins, 2007), but these quickly proved to be unreal-
istic and even nowadays no system exists that has reached the holy grail of
machine translation: fully automatic high quality translation of unrestricted text.

However, the last 25 years have been highly prolific for MT. A new paradigm
arose, not only in MT but in natural language processing field in general, that
employs automatic discovery of the principles that rule human languages (and
translation between them) by collecting statistics over the data rather than by
the explicit definition of such rules by human experts. In statistical machine
translation (SMT) these statistics are collected by pairing the input and output
sides of the translation process. Co-occurrences of atomic units of translation are
used to estimate the parameters of a statistical model that is afterwards used
to search for the most probable translation given the input text. The atomic

1For the actual tricky questions and puzzles asked by Google interviewers I recommend
reading the book "Are You Smart Enough to Work at Google?" by William Poundstone.

2http://translate.google.com
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units of translation are typically words or phrases and the respective systems
are referred to as word-based or phrase-based.3

Internally phrase-based systems utilize a table consisting of pairs of phrases,
one being the phrase from the source language and the other being the phrase
from the target language, with various scores assigned to these pairs by the
statistical model. This table acts as a dictionary, listing all possible translations
of phrases in one language into phrases in another language along with an
indication of the quality of such a translation expressed by the scores, and is
usually referred to as phrase translation table or just phrase table. Any reasonable
measure can be used as a phrase table score, but a de facto standard is to use
maximum likelihood probability of the target language phrase given the source
language phrase and vice versa.

To estimate maximum likelihood probabilities, frequency counts of source phra-
ses, target phrases and all their co-occurrences must be collected from an entire
parallel corpus. For substantial coverage of source and target languages, such
a corpus is often very big and in consequence all phrase pairs and their counts
cannot fit in the physical memory of the computer. To overcome this limitation,
phrase table construction methods often simply dump observed phrases to
a local disk and sort and count them on the disk. This approach allows the
construction of phrase tables of a size limited only by the capacity of the disk,
with an obvious drawback that much more time is needed to build the table.

In recent years the amount of available parallel data has increased significant-
ly, but the more data is exploited in the process of MT system training, the
more computational resources are necessary for the handling of phrase tables:
large phrase tables not only make translation models expensive to store and
process, but can even pose a challenging problem for the further utilization of
the system (e.g. in the case of handheld devices or in otherwise constrained
environments).

This mounting problem attracted the attention of MT researchers and sever-
al methods of phrase table pruning have been proposed. Phrase table pruning
methods are typically based on some pruning criteria that are activated with
a user-defined threshold, but it is often possible instead to set a cutoff limit
to remove any given bottom-ratio of phrase pairs and thus have finer control
over the degree of pruning.

A recent work by Zens et al. (2012) presented a systematic description of exist-
ing phrase table pruning techniques and also stated desiderata for any good
phrase table pruning criterion:

• Soundness – the criterion should optimize some established information-
theoretic measure of translation model quality.

• Efficiency – pruning should be fast (linear to the size of the phrase table).

• Self-containedness – pruning should use only information contained in the
model (the phrase table) itself.

3In SMT context, the term phrase is almost exclusively used to refer to any short sequence
of words and bears no implicit linguistic notion.
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• Good empirical behavior – the criterion should be capable of pruning large
parts of the phrase table without significant loss in translation quality.

These desiderata also served as amotivation for a proposal for a novel pruning
method introduced in their work: relative entropy pruning reportedly outper-
forms all the existing methods and achieves consistently high savings between
85% and 95% of phrase pairs removed from the phrase table with only negligi-
ble losses in the automatic measure of translation quality, the so-called BLEU
score (Papineni et al., 2002).

From the perspective of this work it is worth noting that all the established
pruning methods mentioned by Zens et al. (2012) operate on complete phrase
tables, i.e. no method attempts to prune phrase pairs immediately in the pro-
cess of their extraction from the parallel corpus.

1.1 Aim of this work

In this work, we examine the capability of an algorithm that delivers approx-
imate frequency counts over a stream of input items (Manku and Motwani,
2002) to work as an on-the-fly filter applied to phrase pairs extraction, essen-
tially speeding up the whole process and eliminating the need for any post-
filtering of the phrase table created. This approach has already been demon-
strated as applicable by Przywara and Bojar (2011) and this thesis is a direct
follow-up of that effort.

The ultimate goal of this work is to implement a software tool that performs
the filtrated phrase table construction using the afore-mentioned algorithm. A
successful implementation should allow the processing of parallel corpora of
significant sizes (tens of millions of sentences) with memory demands man-
ageable by physical memories available on present computation servers (tens
of GBs). Beside the implementation and its detailed description, the crucial
part of this work also consists of a careful examination of the impact that vari-
ous settings of the algorithm imply on memory vs. time and translation qual-
ity trade-offs when compared to current state-of-art methods of phrase table
construction and pruning.

As a state-of-the-art SMT system to set our baseline, we chose Moses: an open-
source toolkit with rich documentation and an active community of researchers
and developers (Koehn et al., 2007).4

1.2 Thesis outline

We start with a more detailed introduction to the phrase-based SMT, carefully
describe the process of phrase translation table construction andmention some
of the existing pruning methods and their available implementations.

4http://www.statmt.org/moses/
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In Chapter 3we introduce the algorithm that is the basis of our implementation
of on-the-fly filtration and show the properties of the output produced by the
algorithm that make it particularly applicable for phrase table pruning.

Chapter 4 is devoted to an in-depth description of implementation details of
our phrase table extraction tool, epochal extractor (or shortly eppex). Notably,
various memory-management optimizations are mentioned.

To assess eppex usability in real world applications, we carried out a set of care-
fully crafted experiments aimed at a comparison of resource usage as well as
the ultimate translation quality of eppex and some of the methods described in
Chapter 2. The detailed design of these experiments is the subject of Chapter 5,
while the results are discussed in Chapter 6.

In the final chapter, we comment on our results and draw conclusions from
what has been done and what can be done in future work on this topic.

In Appendix A, we give instructions on how to get eppex working on Linux
machines.

In Appendix B, all the program options of eppex are explained with examples
of their usage.

In Appendix C, tables with the complete benchmarking results are presented.

Printed version of this thesis has a compact disc attached to it, contents of the
disc are listed in Appendix D.
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2. Phrase tables in phrase-based
Statistical Machine Translation

The currently best performing statistical machine translation systems are based on
phrase-based models: models that translate small word sequences at a time.

— Philipp Koehn, Statistical Machine Translation

Phrase-based models are nowadays considered the most prominent approach
in the field of Statistical Machine Translation. In this chapter, we are going to
describe the concept of phrase-basedmodels with a particular stress on the de-
scription of phrase translation tables and methods for their construction, but
our introduction will be, inevitably, very condensed. For a more detailed in-
sight into phrase-based models and statistical machine translation in general,
we gently point our reader to Koehn (2010).

2.1 Phrase-based Statistical Machine Translation

Before phrase-basedmodels were introduced, still simpler word-basedmodels
were the center of interest of MT researchers. Word-based models use a lexicon
of words with their translations to produce a translation of the full text by
proceeding one word at a time. Phrase-based models originate from this concept,
but instead of using only a single word as the unit of translation they allow for
a sequence of words – a phrase – to be translated at once. This seemingly trivial
extension makes for a non-trivial improvement with some imminent benefits:

1. By using phrases rather than words, this model is now implicitly able to
deal with non-compositional phrases.

2. A phrase-based model is able to handle the local reordering of words, for
example: switching from the noun follows adjective to the adjective follows
noun order.

3. Word context on the source side now plays a more important role, be-
cause it can be kept within the phrase pair and lead to an implicit disam-
biguation during translation.

4. With a lot of data, the model can be trained to cover long phrases or even
whole sentences.

Word-based models are no longer widely used for translation, but they are still
important in the training process of phrase-based models: a by-product of the
word-basedmodels is that they establish alignments betweenwords from both
parts of parallel corpus. These word-alignments are crucial for the phrase pair
extraction algorithm that is mentioned later.

7



2.1.1 Mathematical background

The phrase translation model is based on a noisy channel model (Koehn et al.,
2003). By using Bayes rule, the translation probability for translating a foreign
sentence f into English as ebest can be reformulated as:

ebest = argmaxe p(e| f ) = argmaxe p( f |e)p(e) (2.1)

This allows for a separate translation model p( f |e) and language model p(e).
The translation model is further decomposed into:

p(ēI1| f̄
I
1 ) =

I

∏
i=1

φ( f̄i|ēi)d(starti − endi−1 − 1) (2.2)

The foreign sentence f is broken up into I phrases f̄i, each of them being trans-
lated into an English phrase ēi. Since by the use of the noisy channel model we
have inverted the direction of translation, the phrase translation probability
φ( f̄i |ēi) is modeled as a translation from English to the foreign language.

The reordering of English phrases is handled by a reordering model, in Equa-
tion 2.2 denoted by d(starti − endi−1 − 1). The most used reordering model
is distance-based and assigns a reordering cost based on the distance to the po-
sition of the first word of the foreign input phrase that translates to the i-th
English phrase (noted as starti) and the position of the last word of the foreign
phrase that translates to the preceding English phrase (noted as endi−1). In the
case of two phrases translated in sequence, starti = endi−1 + 1, the reorder-
ing model assigns a cost of d(0). The probability distribution of d can either
be computed from the data or set by applying an exponentially decaying cost
function d(x) = α|x| with a proper value of α (Koehn, 2010).

By putting together a decomposed translation model and a language model
(we assume standard n-gram language model here), we get the mathematical
definition of the phrase-based statistical machine translation model:

ebest = argmaxe
I

∏
i=1

φ( f̄i|ēi)d(starti − endi−1 − 1)
|e|

∏
i=1

pLM(ei|ei−n+1...ei−1) (2.3)

The process of searching for the best translation ebest according to the defini-
tion of the translation model above is formally called decoding and is a hard
problem, because there is an exponential number of choices given a particular
input sentence. The software that implements decoding, simply called decoder,
therefore has to employ several strategies to limit the search space in order to
speed up the decoding process. One of such strategies is, when a particular
source phrase f̄i is examined, to limit the search to only K target phrases ēi that
rank best with respect to the values of φ( f̄i|ēi).5

5This is in fact a phrase table pruning technique, see Section 2.3.1.
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Putting mathematical definitions aside, the role of all three components in the
search for the best translation (decoding) can be explained in a more intuitive
way:

• The phrase translationmodel provides likely translations for each phrase.

• The reordering model ensures the phrases are reordered appropriately.

• The language model ensures the output is fluent English.

2.1.2 Log-linear model

So far we have introduced three components of an SMT system – a phrase
translation model, a reordering model and a language model – and described
them in terms of the probability distributions that determine them. Then, we
laid out the definition of a phrase-based model as the multiplication of these
three distributions. Despite the elegance of such a definition, it has its draw-
backs and current SMT systems tend to use a more flexible framework to com-
bine all the various components: the log-linear model. It has the general form:

exp
( n

∑
i

λihi(xi)
)

(2.4)

The hi(x) represents quantities that are functions of model variables xi, while
λi stands for the model parameters.

The original definition of a phrase-based SMT model (Equation 2.3) can be
reformulated to fit a log-linear model by defining h1 = log(φ), h2 = log(d)
and h3 = log(pLM) and introducing the corresponding model parameters λφ,
λd and λLM:

p(e| f ) = exp

[

λφ

I

∑
i=1

log φ( f̄i |ēi)

+ λd

I

∑
i=1

log d(starti − endi−1 − 1)

+ λLM

|e|

∑
i=1

log pLM(ei|ei−n+1...ei−1)

]

(2.5)

The log-linear model has some advantages over the probabilistic formulation.
First, as it is not build upon probabilistic reasoning, it does not require its com-
ponents to be based on valid probability distributions. This way new features
can be easily incorporated into the model, for example direct phrase transla-
tion probability φ(e| f )6 . Second, the λi parameters can be used to put more
weight on some of the components, for example accenting the language model
more if the translation is good, but the output lacks fluency etc.

6Recall, that the phrase translation probability model φ( f̄ |ē) is inverted due to the use of
noisy channel model.
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2.2 Phrase translation table

In Chapter 1 we already gave a brief definition of a phrase translation table.
Let us repeat it here more formally, adhering to the notation introduced earlier
in this chapter.

Phrase translation tables in SMT systems generally take the form of a list of pairs
of phrases f̄ and ē, f̄ being the phrase from the source language and ē being
the phrase from the target language, along with scores that should reflect the
quality of translation f̄ by ē. The standard approach to obtaining such scores
is to estimate themaximum likelihood probability of the phrase ē given the phrase
f̄ and vice versa. The probabilities φ(ē| f̄ ) and φ( f̄ |ē) are often referred to as
direct and inverse (or forward and backward) phrase translation probabilities.

To estimate maximum likelihood probabilities, the following frequency counts
of phrase pairs extracted from the parallel corpus must be collected:

• C( f̄ , ē) – number of occurrences of the phrase pair ( f̄ , ē)

• C( f̄ ) – number of occurrences of phrase pairs with phrase f̄ on the source
side: C( f̄ ) = ∑e C( f̄ , e)

• C(ē) – number of occurrences of phrase pairs with phrase ē on the target
side: C(ē) = ∑ f C( f , ē)

The maximum likelihood probabilities φ(ē| f̄ ) and φ( f̄ |ē) are then calculated
from these counts as follows:

φ(ē| f̄ ) =
C( f̄ , ē)
C( f̄ )

φ( f̄ |ē) =
C( f̄ , ē)
C(ē)

(2.6)

Table 2.1 presents an excerpt from the actual phrase table that was constructed
from Europarl v6 Czech-English corpus.7 The excerpt lists some of the trans-
lation options of the English phrase "europe" and indicates that there is more
than 1000 such options in the full phrase table.

One of the reasons behind the high number of translation options of a par-
ticular source phrase is the way phrase pairs extraction algorithm works: in
simple words, it basically loops over all possible target language phrases and
find the minimal source phrase that matches each of them with respect to
constraints imposed by word alignment points, while also accounting for un-
aligned words. Unaligned words are in fact often responsible for additional
phrase pairs being extracted: if the minimal source phrase borders unaligned
words, then it is extended to these words and the extended phrase is also ex-
tracted. On the other hand, no phrase pair can be extracted if there are only
unaligned words, therefore the observation that more unaligned words lead
to more extracted phrase pairs is not valid in the extreme case. In theory, the
number of extracted phrase pairs is roughly quadratic to the number of words
in a sentence, therefore in practice often a maximum phrase length limit is en-
forced (Koehn, 2010, Chapter 5.2).

7http://www.statmt.org/europarl/archives.html
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Figure 2.1 presents a snippet picked from a French-English phrase table with
two phrase pairs and their alignment information. In the first example, the
French words "de" and "liberté" are unaligned, the punctuation mark ";" in the
French phrase is aligned to the samemark in the English phrase and the French
"et" is aligned to the English "and". In the second example, all thewords in both
phrases are aligned: the French word "de" is aligned to the English word "of",
the word "liberté" to "liberty" and both words "a" and "été" are aligned to the
single word "was".

de liberté ; et ||| ; and ||| 2-0 3-1

...

de liberté a été ||| of liberty was ||| 0-0 1-1 2-2 3-2

Figure 2.1: An example of phrase pairs with word alignment information.

2.2.1 Phrase table creation in Moses

It has already been said in the introduction that phrase table construction
methods usually store all the temporary data on disk, because the number
of extracted phrase pairs is often too big to fit in the physical memory of the
computer. The phrase table construction process in Moses also adheres to this
concept. In the following text, we describe this process in great detail to give
our reader a clear picture of its quite complex layout and all the steps and
substeps involved.

Moses release 1.08 comes with a training script that incorporates all the steps
involved in the creation of ready-to-go translation systems from the paral-
lel corpus, including phrase table construction. In the train-model.perl script,
this whole training process is covered in 9 consecutive steps9, including word
alignment, lexical table construction, phrase table construction and more.

The modular step-by-step design of the training process makes it very open to
alternating implementations of particular steps. The training script interface
explicitly supports use of third party tools by allowing only a subset of the
nine steps to be executed. The only (obvious) requirement is that such tools
have to be capable of reading and writing data in a format that is compatible
with the preceding and subsequent steps of the pipeline.

In this work we are exclusively concerned with the fifth and sixth step of the
training pipeline: phrase pair extraction10 and phrase pair scoring11. Concep-
tually, these two steps can be considered a single step only, as their ultimate
goal is to construct a phrase table given a parallel corpus and word alignment.
The reason why phrase table construction is split into these two steps is that for
large input data the table simply does not fit into computer memory. To over-
come this limitation the core implementation uses disk space as a temporary

8http://www.statmt.org/moses/?n=Moses.Releases
9http://www.statmt.org/moses/?n=FactoredTraining.HomePage
10http://www.statmt.org/moses/?n=FactoredTraining.ExtractPhrases
11http://www.statmt.org/moses/?n=FactoredTraining.ScorePhrases
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No. English ( f̄ ) Czech (ē) φ(ē| f̄ )
1. europe evropě 0.325794
2. europe evropa 0.244393
3. europe evropu 0.121596
4. europe evropy 0.114969
5. europe evropou 0.0204101
6. europe evropě , 0.0174326
7. europe evropské 0.0144552
8. europe evropských 0.0139269
9. europe evropu , 0.012054
10. europe evropy , 0.00840417
... ... ... ...
52. europe na evropu 0.000288143
53. europe ) evropa 0.000240119
... ... ... ...
56. europe evropě v 0.000240119
57. europe , evropu 0.000192095
... ... ... ...
75. europe unie 0.000192095
76. europe , která evropa 0.000144071
... ... ... ...
94. europe v evropě , 0.000144071
95. europe " evropa 9.60476e-05
... ... ... ...
160. europe že by evropa 9.60476e-05
161. europe " evropa ( 4.80238e-05
... ... ... ...
1010. europe životě v evropě 4.80238e-05

Table 2.1: An excerpt from an actual phrase table listing some of the possible
translations of the English word "Europe" into Czech sorted by their maximum
likelihood probability. The full table contained more than 26 millions phrase
pairs and has been extracted from the Europarl v6 Czech-English corpus.

storage for extracted phrases and one of the effects of such a design is the sep-
aration of phrase extraction and phrase scoring phases into individual steps.
Another reason for this break-up is the extraction of reordering information of
individual phrase pairs – this information is later used in step 7 in the creation
of the lexicalized reordering model.

The whole training pipeline aims to utilize the multi-core processor architec-
ture that prevails in the latest computers as much as possible. To turn on par-
allel processing, two parameters exist and they both apply also to the steps we
are interested in:

• --parallel: A boolean switch that enables concurrent runnning of such
parts of the pipeline that perform the same task twice: once for the source
and once for the target language. With this switch on, both parts are
processed in parallel.
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• --cores N: An unsigned integer that simply sets the number of CPU
threads that may be utilized during training. In Moses 1.0 only phrase
extraction and phrase scoring steps make use of this setting.

Despite doing very similar jobs, both options apply to different parts of the
implementation, so they can be combined. However, even if none of these
options is specified, some parts of the pipeline are still implicitly parallelized.

Let us now describe the phrase extraction and phrase scoring steps in greater
detail.

The phrase extraction phase starts with an optional splitting of all input files
(alignment information, both parts of the corpus and an optional weighting
file) into N parts, where N is the number of threads set by --cores. Then,
the actual extraction of phrases is done by running N extractors in parallel,
each processing its own split. Each extractor produces the following set of
files: a direct phrase pairs table, an inverse phrase pairs table and an optional
reordering information table. In the final stage, all output files of the same type
from all N extractors are merged together, sorted and dumped into one direct
and one inverse phrase table and one reordering information table.

In phrase scoring phase first both direct and inverse phrase tables are populated
with scores and then both are consolidated into the final phrase table. The
scoring for both parts can be processed in parallel if the --parallel switch
is specified. Further parallelization is done within the scoring process itself.
First, similar to extraction, the input is split into N chunks. However, this
time it is important that all phrase pairs with the same source phrase are kept
together in the same chunk (and vice versa for target phrases in the case of
inverse phrase table).12 Then, N scorers are run in parallel: each of them is
provided with its set of chunks to process. For each chunk the scorer outputs
the phrase pairs populated either with direct or inverse scores. After all scorers
finish their job, all chunks are merged together. The inverse phrase table is
sorted once more, but this time differently: now the order of phrase pairs has
to match the direct phrase table. This makes the consolidation of both halves
simple; they are just merged in a linear fashion to produce the final phrase
translation table.

Before we finish this section, it is important to mention that all the temporary
data stored to disk during processing is compressed (and then uncompressed
when read later on). This helps to lessen the total disk usage and also re-
duces disk I/O in exchange for increased CPU load, which in a typical case
is a worthwhile exchange as parallel reads/writes to disk tend to slow down
the overall process much more than the additional CPU processing required to
perform compression and decompression.

Also, we should mention that Moses allows to train SMT model with multiple
input factors, a so-called factored model.13 However, from the perspective of
phrase table extraction and scoring algorithm, the factorized input data are
handled transparently and no change to the algorithm is required.

12N.B., this is the reason behind the sorting done in the final stage of phrase extraction.
13http://www.statmt.org/moses/?n=FactoredTraining.FactoredTraining
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2.3 Phrase table pruning

Despite that fact that Table 2.1 contains only excerpts from the list of all trans-
lations of "Europe" from English to Czech, it is easy to see that the quality of
translations rapidly diminishes towards the bottom of the table and that the
total number of possible translations (more than 1000) suggests that many of
them are just wrong and/or will be never used in any translation. This obser-
vation likewise holds true to the whole phrase table: we could pick any oth-
er phrase to illustrate this phenomenon, however, short and frequent phrases
tend to accumulate more of such "noise".

Such a significant presence of poor translation options in translation tables led
to attempts to design methods for their removal that could effectively pro-
duce smaller and easier to handle phrase tables and at the same time retain the
overall quality of translation, or possibly even improve it, by discarding the
misleading options.

A systematic overview of the existing phrase table pruning methods is pre-
sented in (Zens et al., 2012). Notably, three main approaches are mentioned:

1. Simple statistics pruning – pruning based either on the frequency counts
or translation probabilities of phrase pairs

2. Significance pruning – pruning based on significance testing of cooccur-
rences of phrases aiming at the filtration of the poor translation options
caused by input data noise

3. Relative entropy pruning – pruning based on the relative entropy model
aimed at the reduction of the internal redundancy of translation models

2.3.1 Simple statistics pruning

The simplest pruning methods base their pruning criteria on the statistics di-
rectly available in the pruned phrase table. Zens et al. (2012) specify 4 different
criteria categorized either as absolute or a relative.

Absolute pruning

Absolute pruningmethods rely on the statistics of a single phrase pair only and
therefore they prune each phrase pair independently of the others. This way,
it is possible to remove all translation options of a particular source phrase.14

Count-based pruning prunes a phrase pair ( f̄ , ē) if its frequency count C( f̄ , ē) is
below a threshold θc:

C( f̄ , ē) < θc (2.7)

14However, whether the quality of the translation model can be hurt by this is still an open
question.
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Probability-based pruning prunes a phrase pair ( f̄ , ē) if its forward translation
probability φ(ē| f̄ ) is below a threshold θp:

φ(ē| f̄ ) < θp (2.8)

Relative pruning

Relative pruning methods process a whole set of phrase pairs with the same
source phrase f̄ at once and always retain at least one phrase pair from each
set (one translation option for each source phrase).

Threshold pruning prunes phrase pairs ( f̄ , ē) that have a forward translation
probability far worse than the phrase pair representing the best translation
option for the source phrase f̄ with respect to a givenminimum ratio threshold
θt ∈ [0, 1]:

φ(ē| f̄ ) < θt max
ē

φ(ē| f̄ ) (2.9)

Histogram pruning prunes all but the top K phrase pairs ( f̄ , ē) from the set of all
phrase pairs with the same source phrase f̄ based on their forward translation
probability.

It is easy to note the similarity of both criteria and as a matter of the fact with
θt = 1 and K = 1 both methods give the same result: only the best translation
option(s) for each source phrase are kept in the pruned phrase table.

2.3.2 Significance pruning

A phrase table pruning method popular within the Moses community is sig-
nificance filtering introduced by Johnson et al. (2007) and implemented by the
sigfilter tool that is part of the third party contributions to the Moses toolkit.15

It has proved to be capable of pruning out a substantial amount of a phrase ta-
ble with no significant harm to its quality: authors reported savings up to 90%
and in some cases even an improvement in the quality after pruning as mea-
sured by the BLEU score. The idea behind significance filtering is that phrase
pairs that are weakly supported by the data or, in other words, more statisti-
cally insignificant than others, can be removed, because it is more likely that
their occurrence is either chance or an artifact incurred by the models used to
prepare the parallel data (such as the model creating word alignments).

Internally, a significance filter performs significance testing using two by two
contingency tables that are populated with the following counts (see Table 2.2):

• C( f̄ , ē) as the number of parallel sentences that contain one or more oc-
currences of phrase f̄ on the source side and phrase ē on the target side

• C( f̄ ) as the number of parallel sentences that contain one or more occur-
rences of phrase f̄ on the source side

15More information about sigfilter is available in the section "Pruning the Translation Table"
of http://www.statmt.org/moses/?n=Moses.AdvancedFeatures.
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• C(ē) as the number of parallel sentences that contain one or more occur-
rences of phrase ē on the target side

• N as the total number of parallel sentences

C( f̄ , ē) C( f̄ )− C( f̄ , ē) C( f̄ )

C(ē)− C( f̄ , ē) N − C( f̄ )− C(ē) + C( f̄ , ē) N − C( f̄ )

C(ē) N − C(ē) N

Table 2.2: Two by two contingency table for f̄ and ē.

Use of a significance test allows for the statistical assessment of the importance
of an association represented by the contingency table by calculating the prob-
ability (formally denoted by its p-value) that the observed contingency table or
anymore extreme example could occur by chance assuming themodel of inde-
pendence: thus, the lower the p-value of a particular table the more significant
the represented association. Several significance tests exist, but many depend
on asymptotic assumptions that are not valid for small counts, therefore sig-
nificance filtering employs Fisher’s exact test that calculates the p-value using a
hypergeometric distribution with the result that it is valid for all sample sizes.

In the case of significance filtering, the association being tested is the cooc-
currence of phrases f̄ and ē forming a particular phrase pair ( f̄ , ē) and the
model of independence simply presumes that there is no explicit dependence
between phrases from the source and target sides.

To prune the phrase table a threshold marking the maximum p-value must be
given. Because the probabilities are very small numbers, their negative loga-
rithm is used instead, and as a consequence the threshold has to be a positive
real number with bigger values meaning more pruning.

The significance filter has no predefined thresholds with the exception of a
special (but frequent) case of phrase pairs with C( f̄ , ē) = C( f̄ ) = C(ē) = 1.
The p-value of the contingency table of these 1-1-1 phrase pairs under Fisher’s
exact test is 1/N and by setting α = log(N) and picking ǫ such that 0 < ǫ ≪ 1,
we can define two useful thresholds:

• α + ǫ is the smallest threshold that results in complete removal of 1-1-1
phrase pairs

• α− ǫ is the largest threshold that results in complete preservation of 1-1-1
phrase pairs

Moreover, since the contingency table for 1-1-1 phrase pairs has the lowest p-
value of all contingency tables with C( f̄ , ē) = 1, setting the pruning threshold
to α + ǫ results in the removal of all phrase pairs occurring exactly once.

In addition to setting the pruning threshold for p-values, the sigfilter tool al-
so allows the pruning of all but the top K translation options of each source
phrase, K being referred to as cutoff limit.16 The combination of both is also

16In other words sigfilter also implements the histogram pruning method.
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possible: first, the cutoff limit is applied leaving only the top K options; then,
the remaining phrase pairs are pruned with respect to the p-value threshold.

2.3.3 Relative entropy pruning

One of the motivations behind the move from word-based to phrase-based
models is that phrase pairs allow the capture of contextual information that
contributes to more precise translation. However, a typical phrase table will
contain many phrase pairs that do not encode any context relevant for phrase
translation: often, using a particular phrase pair in the translation process will
have a similar effect to using several shorter phrase pairs independent of each
other. As a consequence, such longer phrase pairs can be deemed superfluous
and thus viable candidates for pruning.

Based on this observation, a phrase table filtering method called relative entropy
pruning has been recently proposed by Ling et al. (2012) and Zens et al. (2012).
This method first establishes a relative entropymodel that measures how likely
a phrase pair encodes a translation event that might be derived from transla-
tion events represented by shorter phrase pairs with a similar overall transla-
tion probability. Then, it applies this model to phrase table pruning, removing
the most redundant translation options. The reported results show that this
method has only a little negative impact on translation quality and in some
situations it can even lead to small improvements, because the pruning of re-
dundant translation options effectively compresses the search space during
decoding and a wider spectrum of options is explored.

The goal of relative entropy pruning is to deliver a pruned model φ′(ē| f̄ ) as
similar as possible to the original model φ(ē| f̄ ). To measure models’ similarity
the Kullback-Leibler divergence is used:

D(φ||φ′) = ∑
f̄ ,ē

p( f̄ , ē)
[

log
(

φ(ē| f̄ )
)

− log
(

φ′(ē| f̄ )
)

]

(2.10)

For each phrase pair ( f̄ , ē) the deviation between the probability emission
from the pruned model and the original model expressed as log

(

φ(ē| f̄ )
)

−

log
(

φ′(ē| f̄ )
)

is weighted by the frequency of observation of the pair given by
p( f̄ , ē).

There is no obvious optimal distribution to the weight component p( f̄ , ē), so
a simple solution is to just use a uniform distribution. However, Ling et al.
(2012) suggests that as the input data size grows, this approach proves to be in-
ferior to the more complex approach of using a multinomial distribution mod-
eled by the fraction:

p( f̄ , ē) =
N( f̄ , ē)

N
(2.11)

where N( f̄ , ē) is the number of sentence pairs with phrase f observed on the
source side and e on the target side and N is the total number of sentence pairs
in the parallel data.
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The probability φ′(ē| f̄ ) in the pruned model is estimated by using a decoder
to select the best translation options with the phrase pair ( f̄ , ē) being no longer
available. In such a case, the decoder is forced to use shorter phrase pairs to
produce the same translation. Therefore, the pruned model probability has
to account for all possible segmentations SKI of the phrase pair ( f̄ , ē) into K
"sub-phrase-pairs" ēk and f̄πk with all possible reorderings πK

I determining
the alignment of such "sub-phrase-pairs". The ultimate approximation of this
probability is following:17

φ′(ē| f̄ ) ≈ max
SKI ,π

K
I

K

∏
k=1

φ(ēk| f̄πk) (2.12)

The probability assigned to a phrase pair ( f̄ , ē) by the translation model may,
in general, depend on the ordering of the phrase pairs within the sentence pair,
but from a computational perspective a search for the best model adhering to
such a consideration would be unfeasible, because all possible subsets of a
given size would have to be evaluated. Because of this, an assumption that all
phrase pairs affect the relative entropy roughly independently of their context
is applied and with this assumption the problem can be reduced to a local
optimization problem that offers a simple criterion for pruning. Namely, a
phrase pair ( f̄ , ē) is pruned if its contribution to the overall divergence of the
pruned and original model is below a threshold θre:

p( f̄ , ē)
[

log
(

φ(ē| f̄ )
)

− log
(

φ′(ē| f̄ )
)

]

< θre (2.13)

The concept of relative entropy pruning does not provide any option to set the
pruning threshold parametrically as in the case of the α ± ǫ option available
with significance filtering. The typical usage potential of the method lies rather
in providing the possibility to pruning off a given portion of a phrase table
(eg. 50% of it), ensuring that the translation model powered by the pruned
table will perform as closely to the original model as possible.

An implementation of relative entropy pruning by Ling et al. (2012), called a
relent-filter, is also part of the third-party contributions to the Moses toolkit,
but works only with an older version of Moses (release 0.91).18 Despite the
fact that technically the relent-filter acts as a post-filtering tool, the same way
sigfilter does, it is more complex to apply and also far more computationally
demanding. The increased complexity stems from the fact that weights for
all the components of the translation system have to be tuned in advance to
ensure the soundness of the relative entropy metric. The increased computa-
tion demands are mainly caused by the forced decoding of the whole set of
phrase pairs in the phrase table that is required for the calculation of diver-
gence scores.

17See Zens et al. (2012) for a more detailed derivation of this approximation.
18More information about the relent-filter tool is available in the section "Pruning the Phrase

Table based on Relative Entropy" in the Advanced Features chapter of the Moses online man-
ual: http://www.statmt.org/moses/?n=Moses.AdvancedFeatures.
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2.4 Phrase table compacting

Phrase table compacting is an approach that also attempts to deal with the per-
formance problems incurred by phrase tables of enormous sizes, but does so
by compressing the data stored in phrase tables, rather than by filtering them.
Usually, this compression not only saves disk space, but also results in faster
loading times during decoding and therefore positively impacts the decoding
speed as well.

Although both phrase table compacting and pruning aims at tackling a sim-
ilar problem, phrase table compacting is independent of the way pruning is
done, so both approaches are complementary: any pruned phrase table can be
further compacted.

As this work is mainly related to phrase table pruning, it would be excessive
to provide more details on phrase table compacting here, but we would like to
point any reader interested in this topic to a recent paper by Junczys-Dowmunt
(2012) that presents the theoretical background behind the phrase table com-
pression tool, that is now the recommended option in Moses,19 and also links
to many relevant sources of information on this topic.

19More information about this compression tool is available in the section "Compact Phrase
Table" of: http://www.statmt.org/moses/?n=Moses.AdvancedFeatures
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3. The Lossy Counting algorithm

(...) since frequent source phrases are more useful than the infrequent ones.

— R. Zens et al., A Systematic Comparison of Phrase Table Pruning Techniques

The Lossy Counting (LC) algorithm (Manku and Motwani, 2002) is a determin-
istic algorithm that computes approximate frequency counts over a virtually
infinite stream of input items. Although the counts are approximate, the error
is guaranteed not to exceed a user-specified parameter.

The algorithm was initially developed to help with the identification of large
network flows that is essential to network monitoring, but poses a big compu-
tational problem due to the variability of monitored packets and the limited
memory of networking hardware. The specific design of the algorithm results
in repeated pruning of low frequent items from the frequency counts list, as
the algorithm runs, and thus maintains this list small-sized, but at the same
time it ensures that high frequent items are retained (and identified).

Many statistically-driven methods of natural language processing internally
employ the same kind of process: they gather frequency counts over a set of
highly variable items in order to estimate the properties of the statistical model
they are based on. Thus, the idea of using the Lossy Counting algorithm in the
field of NLP is not new: Goyal et al. (2009) used approximate n-gram frequen-
cy counts to build language models from billion-word monolingual corpora
using a conventional desktop machine and applied these models successfully
in an SMT system achieving no significant loss in BLEU score. We shall note
that their work particularly inspired this thesis.

3.1 Definition

On initialization, the Lossy Counting algorithm expects to be given two pa-
rameters: support s ∈ (0, 1) and error ǫ ∈ (0, 1), such that ǫ ≪ s. At any
point of time, after being fed with N items from the stream, the algorithm can
be asked to output the list of items with their approximate frequencies. It is
guaranteed that:

• All items whose true frequency is greater or equal to sN are output (no
false negatives).20

• No item whose true frequency is less than (s − ǫ)N is output (few false
positives).

• Estimated frequencies are less than the true frequencies by at most ǫN
(close-to-exact frequencies).

20Manku and Motwani (2002) formulates this guarantee using term "exceeds", but from the
definition of the algorithm and the supportive lemmas it is clear that the guarantee can be
safely formulated with an "is greater or equal to" assertion – proof is given in Section 3.3.
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• The space used by the algorithm is O
( 1

ǫ log(ǫN)
)

.

Conceptually, the Lossy Counting algorithm divides the incoming stream of
items into epochs21 of fixed size w = ⌈1ǫ⌉ (thus the name epochal extraction).
Epochs are numbered with IDs, starting from 1. Given the number of currently
processed items, N > 0, we may denote current epoch ID as I = ⌈N

w ⌉.

Internally, the algorithm maintains a data structure D consisting of triples
(e, f ,∆), where e is an element from the stream, f is its estimated frequency
and ∆ is the maximum possible error in f . Initially, D is empty. When a new
item e arrives, a lookup for e in D is performed. If e is already present, its fre-
quency f is incremented by one. Otherwise a new triple (e, 1, I − 1) is added
to D, where I denotes the ID of the current epoch as defined above.

At the end of each epoch (determined by N ≡ 0 mod w), the algorithm prunes
off all items whose maximum true frequency is small. Formally, at the end of
epoch I, all triples satisfying the condition f + ∆ ≤ I are removed from D.
When all elements in the stream have been processed, the algorithm returns
all triples (e, f , ∆) where f ≥ (s− ǫ)N.

For an entry (e, f ,∆), the value of f represents the exact frequency since this
entry was inserted into D. The value of ∆ assigned to a new entry is the max-
imum number of times e could have occurred in the first I − 1 epochs. This is
exactly I− 1. This value remains unchanged as long as the entry remains in D.

The intuitive idea behind the Lossy Counting algorithm is that frequent el-
ements show up more than once within each epoch so their frequencies are
increased enough to survive the filtering.

3.2 Applicability in phrase table pruning

From the perspective of the phrase table pruning techniques discussed in Sec-
tion 2.3, the construction of a phrase table based on frequency counts collected
via the Lossy Counting algorithm has a similar effect to the count-based prun-
ing of phrase tables obtained by the standard extraction process: specifically,
the assertion, that no item whose true frequency is less than (s − ǫ)N will be out-
put, is functionally equal to the criterion of count-based pruning formulated in
Equation 2.7.

The only issue with the Lossy Counting algorithm being applied in a similar
manner to count-based pruning is the necessity to initialize the algorithm with
precomputed values of support threshold s and error threshold ǫ that ensure the
effective pruning threshold stays equal to the desired value of the count-based
motivated threshold θc. In other words, for the desired value of θc the equation
θc = (s − ǫ)N must hold at the moment the algorithm is asked to dump the
output (after it read N items). This is obviously not possible without initial
knowledge of the number of items that will be read from the input and thus
either a predefined limit must be set in advance (lesser than the actual number

21In the original paper the term "buckets" is used.
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of items in the stream) or a quick reading loop must be applied across the
whole stream.

However, when the number of items that are to be read from the input stream
is known in advance, it is possible to propose some modifications to the means
of algorithm initialization. Instead of requiring the user to come up with sup-
port and error thresholds, we may offer slightly more intuitive parameters that
we call limits for more clarity:

• A negative limit n - a positive integer value such that no item whose true
frequency is equal or less than n will be output.

• A positive limit p - a positive integer value such that all items whose true
frequency is equal or greater than p will be output.

The actual values of support s and error ǫ thresholds have then to be careful-
ly derived from the definition of these limits to ensure their soundness and a
knowledge of the input stream size N is crucial in such derivations.

Support threshold s is instantiated with p and N as:

s = p/N (3.1)

This way, we get p = sN, and since Lossy Counting guarantees that all items
whose true frequency is greater or equal to sN will be output, the definition of
positive limit is sound.

Error threshold ǫ is instantiated with p, n, N and λ ∈ (0, 1) as:

ǫ = (p− n− λ)/N (3.2)

By reformulating the equation for n and applying the fact that p = sN, we get
n = sN − ǫN − λ = (s − ǫ)N − λ. This way n < (s − ǫ)N and since Lossy
Counting guarantees that no item whose true frequency is less than (s − ǫ)N
is output, the definition of negative limit is also sound. Moreover, by limiting
λ < 1 we ensured that n is the largest integer with such a property, that is:
⌊(s− ǫ)N⌋ = n.

The definition of positive and negative limits trivially enforces a condition that
n < p so that one theoretically interesting setting of limits is p = n+ 1. In such
a case, Lossy Counting driven phrase table extraction produces exactly the
same results as count-based pruning of the table with θc = p. Consequently,
the algorithm must return exact frequency counts and indeed, the maximum
error of estimation expressed by ⌊ǫN⌋ evaluates to ⌊1− λ⌋ = 0 for λ ∈ (0, 1).
However, since no estimation error is made, the space requirements of the al-
gorithm reach the upper bound for a given input size. More space-conscious
settings therefore employ limits p and n, such that p > n + 1, allowing for
nonzero estimation error.

It is important to realize that although the degree of pruning and the space
requirements of the Lossy Counting algorithm are driven by the same factors,
there is no direct correlation between the two:

• The degree of pruning depends only on the values of negative and positive
limits: the bigger the limits, the harsher the pruning.
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• The space requirements primarily depend on the value of error thresh-
old: the bigger the error, the lower the space requirements. The degree
of pruning affects the space requirements too, but it presents a secondary
factor; as already demonstrated above, with no space for error, the space
requirements reach the maximum, independently of the degree of prun-
ing.

Recalling the formula for instantiation of error threshold (Equation 3.2), the
primary rule for the space requirements can be expressed in terms of the limits
as: the bigger the difference between the positive and negative limit, the lower
the space requirements.

Let us conclude our analysis of Lossy Counting applicability in the phrase ta-
ble pruning with an example. Consider the following three LC instances:

1. LC1 with N1 = 4 and P1 = 5

2. LC2 with N2 = 0 and P2 = 5

3. LC3 with N3 = 1 and P3 = 6

Based on the presented findings, the following observations can be made:

• Despite that LC1 is likely to produce the smallest output (prune themost),
it is also likely to have the largest space requirements of all three in-
stances, because it is given no space for error.

• On the other hand, both LC2 and LC3 deliver counts with the same (non-
zero) estimation error and as LC3 prunes off at least the same part of
input as LC2, it is likely to use less space.

• In a general case, it is impossible to predict whether more pruning hap-
pens in the case of LC1 or LC3, because their limits are incomparable.

3.3 A stronger claim for no false negatives

The original Lossy Counting guarantee about no false negatives states that all
items whose true frequency exceeds sN are output (Manku and Motwani, 2002,
p. 3), but for the purpose of positive limit definition we reformulated this guar-
antee using a stronger claim that all items whose true frequency is greater or
equal to sN are output. Or more formally, we claimed that any item e with true
frequency fe ≥ sN will be kept in the output of the Lossy Counting algorithm
instantiated with support threshold s and error threshold ǫ (we reuse the notation
from Section 3.1 in the remainder of this section).

We are now going to prove this stronger claim using just the properties of
the Lossy Counting algorithm and two supportive lemmas from the original
paper:

1. If e does not appear in D, then fe ≤ ǫN.

2. If (e, f ,∆) ∈ D, then f ≤ fe ≤ f + ǫN.
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An item e can be pruned off by the Lossy Counting algorithm either at the end
of an epoch or during the final pruning that is executed when the output is
requested.

As for the first case, should the item e be not present in D at the moment of
final pruning as a result of an earlier end-of-epoch pruning, the first supportive
lemma states that its true frequency is fe ≤ ǫN, but since the initialization of
the algorithm enforces s > ǫ, for any item e with true frequency fe ≥ sN it
trivially holds that fe > ǫN and thus it is proven by contradiction that any
such item must have a record in D.

As for the second case, the final pruning criterion removes all items with esti-
mated frequency f < (s− ǫ)N. From the second lemmawe know that the esti-
mated frequency f is always equal or less than the true frequency fe, but even
in the worst case scenario (the biggest estimation error possible) f ≥ fe − ǫN.
Thus, for a phrase pair to be pruned it must hold that fe − ǫN ≤ f < (s− ǫ)N.
Cancelling out f and adding ǫN to both sides of the inequation simplifies it to
fe < sN, making it obvious that any item e with fe ≥ sN cannot be removed
by the final pruning.
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4. Eppex

Your program can always have twice as much time to run, but not always twice as
much memory.

— RNDr. Rudolf Kryl, "Programming II" course

Eppex is a tool for phrase pairs extraction and scoring capable of obtaining
approximate frequency counts of extracted phrase pairs by using the Lossy
Counting algorithm (thus the name eppex, an acronym for epochal phrase pairs
extraction). It is designed to be an alternative to standard phrase extraction and
scoring tools that are shipped with Moses, implementing most of the function-
ality of steps 5 and 6 of the train-model.perl script. Eppex input and output
interface is fully compatible with the substituted tools and eppex in fact is in-
tended to be invoked from within the Moses training script itself by adding a
few specific parameters.

Eppex differs from its core counterparts in one important aspect: during its run-
time, only physical memory is utilized, no temporary files are stored on disk as
with extract and score tools. The goal is to make eppex a faster alternative, aim-
ing at environments with plenty of RAM. The benchmarking of time/memory
trade-offs was a fundamental part of this work and the results are thoroughly
examined in Chapter 6.

Eppex memory demands may be limited by setting more restrictive support
and error thresholds for Lossy Counting, but aggressive pruning may lead
to loss of phrase table quality – experimentally evaluated trade-offs are also
discussed in Chapter 6.

This chapter is fully devoted to the technical aspects of its implementation
and we expect the reader to be familiar with the basics of programming and
the C++ programming language, including a basic knowledge of the Standard
Template Library (STL). Instructions on how to install eppex on Linux-based
operating systems are given in Appendix A, usage instructions are given in
Appendix B.

4.1 Design goals and philosophy

Eppex is implemented as a command-line program and, as indicated above, it
is written in C++. From the development perspective, eppex adheres to the phi-
losophy of Moses, what is mainly reflected by the selection of a development
platform and third party libraries:

1. The primary development platform is Linux – eppex has been developed
and tested on a desktop version of Ubuntu 12.04 LTS with GCC 4.6.3 and
the server version of Ubuntu 10.04 LTS with GCC 4.4.3 installed.22

22GCC stands for the GNU Compiler Collection: http://gcc.gnu.org/
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2. Eppex relies on the Boost C++ library23 – used to provide some essential
functionality, so eppex cannot be compiled without access to some Boost
headers and packages.24

Nevertheless, considerable effort has been taken to make the implementation
as cross-platform compatible as possible.

Eppex is intended to be run on 64-bit machines, but this is rather amatter of fact
than a requirement: to process a parallel corpus of reasonable size, eppex will
in a typical setting require much more memory than 32-bit environments can
provide25 (see Section 6.4 for some experimentally established figures). There-
fore, although not tested, eppex should run as smoothly on a 32-bit machine as
it runs on 64-bit, but the amount of input data that it will manage to process
will have to be rather small for practical MT or aggressive pruning will have
to be undertaken.

4.2 Effective C++

C++ is a programming language that offers a wide range of optimization tech-
niques to tune up both the execution speed and memory requirements of a
program. Both aspects are important to us, but memory usage optimization
is our primary concern, since the execution speed, when compared to legacy
tools, is implicitly boosted by the Lossy Counting algorithm and the fact that
we keep all temporary data in the computer memory instead on disk. Besides,
as pointed out in the epigraph at the beginning of this chapter, memory, unlike
time, is a limited resource. In this section we present several universal rules
and techniques for effective C++ programming, that we followed and applied
during our implementation of eppex.

4.2.1 Data alignment and structure packing

The issue behind data alignment is best explained using an example – let us
define a dummy structure LossyCounterItem:

struct LossyCounterItem {

unsigned char maximum_error; // sizeof(unsigned char) == 1

unsigned int frequency; // sizeof(unsigned int) == 4

unsigned short item_id; // sizeof(unsigned short) == 2

};

Given the definition above and with respect to the byte sizes of individual
members, one could expect that sizeof(LossyCounterItem) equals 7, but this
guess will be wrong in most of cases. The most likely result is 12.

23http://www.boost.org/
24See Appendix A for details.
25In a 32-bit environment the virtual address space holds no more than 232 addresses, so at

maximum 4,294,967,296 bytes (4 GB) of memory are utilizable. Workarounds exist, but they
might be considered unfeasible nowadays, as 64-bit architecture is well established.
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This unexpected behavior stems from the fact that manymachines require that
objects of a certain type are aligned on architecture-dependent boundaries, for
example integers are often allocated on word26 boundaries (Stroustrup, 1997,
Chapter 5).

The easiest way to minimize the effects of data alignment is to order members
by their size with the largest members first. This way our LossyCounterItem

structure can be shrunk to 8 bytes, but there will still be one byte of blank
padding at the end of the structure. With some compilers this padding can
be trimmed by turning on structure packing using the #pragma preprocessor
directive, but doing this will slow data access on most processors that read
memory by words, because misaligned structures will span multiple words
and in consequence require more reads.

This being said, the best solution in terms of code portability and effectiveness
is to design data structures in such a way that all their members properly align:
this ensures their effective handling by the processing unit without spurious
memory padding.

4.2.2 C-string vs. std::string

Unlike Java, C and C++ have no fundamental data type for strings, instead
they have to be stored as an array of chars. Such string handling is obviously
too low-level for most modern applications, which aremainly about string pro-
cessing, so STL creators came to the rescue and designed several string classes
that mimic the behavior of ordinary data types (Josuttis, 1999, Chapter 11):
STL strings may be copied, assigned and compared like any other fundamen-
tal type, without the programmer being worried about the internal memory
allocations and deallocations. Because both approaches are very often used
side by side, there exists a well-established terminology to distinguish between
them: the arrays of characters are called C-like-strings (or simply C-strings) and
STL string classes are just strings (sometimes labeled std::string after the most
commonly used class).

From the memory management standpoint it turns out, that any std::string
implementation will be more memory costly than a plain C-string. This is to
be expected: the STL string class has to provide a more flexible interface and
does all the internal memory management by itself. Depending on the par-
ticular implementation, it might store the size of the string, store the capacity
of allocated memory, do the reference counting and more (Meyers, 2001, Item
15). The reference counting feature seems to be useful for our phrase-counting
problem, but it would imply relying on proprietary implementation that is
not enforced by the C++ standard, which is a bad design choice for any open-
source software.

26Word in computer architecture terminology denotes a fixed-sized group of bits that are
handled as a unit by the instruction set and/or hardware of the processor.
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Therefore, whenever the memory footprint of string storage is more impor-
tant than the convenience and flexibility of their handling, C-string is a better
choice than any STL string implementation.

4.2.3 Object unification

When processing a large stream of items that have the property of being distin-
guishable either as different or equal to each other, it is often efficient to keep
only a single copy of each unique item in program memory and use some type
of lightweight reference to this copy in all the program parts that have to ac-
cess it. In C++ literature, this well-known technique is called reference counting
(Meyers, 1996, Item 29), but as the description of implementation details re-
veals later, we are not interested in the proper reference counting, because the
items we store this way are never individually destroyed. Therefore, we rather
refer to this simpler version of the reference counting as object unification.

Obviously, object unification is not applicable universally and, in general, its
efficiency depends on the following factors:

1. The input redundancy of items – the greater the redundancy, the greater
the possible memory savings. If there are no redundant items, this tech-
nique is useless, because it is cheaper to just store the item without an
additional reference to it.

2. The processing redundancy of items – the more the items have to be ref-
erenced within the program, the greater the possible memory savings.

3. The ratio between the average in-memory size of the item and the ref-
erence to it – the greater the ratio, the more memory is saved by each
reference. Clearly, this ratio has to be greater than one.

Typically, a programmer cannot affect the first factor, but should carefully con-
sider it. For example, in the case of words pulled from a natural language cor-
pus it is generally hard to predict whether unifying them in program memory
will be efficient: Zipf’s law (Manning and Schütze, 1999, Chapter 1) suggests
that the efficiency of word unification will largely depend on the overhead im-
posed by the referencing scheme and if the references are too heavy, the mem-
ory spared on the most frequent words can easily be depleted by the massive
amount of words occurring only once.

The second factor might be tricky to consider in programs with a non-linear
work flow, for example when the number of items within a program’s scope
depends on some external factor (time of day etc.), but in the case of streamline
input processing this value is most often linear with respect to the input size.

The third factor is the only one that is completely in the hands of the program-
mer. With C++ we have two basic options, how to reference an object:

1. by using object’s address within memory

2. by using a numeric index that uniquely identifies an object within a large
storage (either a random access container or an array).
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Wemay note that both options are fundamentally the same: the pointer is basi-
cally a numeric index to the container of a maximum size (entire memory) and
the numeric index is just a pointer to the restrained part of the memory (the
container). The pointer is easier to dereference, but comes in single size only
– the size of a processor unit word, which on 64-bit architecture is 8 bytes long.
On the other hand, to dereference the numeric index, a corresponding contain-
er must be accessed to determine the address of the index start. However, a
numeric index data type can be adjusted to the size of the domain of unified
items, if that is known in advance or can be assessed by setting some upper
bound. Being able to reference 4 billion unique objects is enough in many sit-
uations and in such cases only 4 byte long integer type will suffice, reducing
referencing overhead to half that of the pointer.

As a final note, we shall point out that object unification comes with a cost of
additional processing overhead: especially the insertion of a new object con-
sumes more time, as every new object have to be first checked for an existing
copy. Clearly, the efficiency of this technique has to be considered from case to
case.

4.2.4 Simple segregated storage

Almost every non-trivial computer program uses dynamic memory allocation.
C++ provides two interfaces to ask for new memory during program runtime:
one can either use the legacy C API function malloc or pure C++ API oper-
ator new. Both APIs have to provide means to satisfy any type of memory
request – and for any size. Hence, usually the size of an allocated memory
block (and any other bookkeeping information) is kept in the memory chunk
right before the block itself (Meyers, 1997, Item 10). This way, for the dealloca-
tion either via a free function or the operator delete, the memory allocator only
needs the pointer to the memory block that should be deallocated. It can eas-
ily determine, how much memory should be actually freed, by inspecting the
bookkeeping information.

The obvious overhead in memory consumption incurred by this approach is
usually negligible, but may become significant in situations when a load of
small-sized memory blocks is allocated. To avoid the overhead in such situa-
tions, a frequently used approach is to allocate a big pool of fixed-size memory
blocks at one time and serve these blocks sequentially as newmemory requests
come in, allocating a new pool whenever all memory blocks in existing pools
are exhausted. This technique is generally called memory pooling, but when
details of memory pool allocation and deallocation matter, usually more spe-
cific names are used to distinguish between various implementations – a simple
segregated storage from the Boost library is an example of one such specific im-
plementation.27

27http://www.boost.org/doc/libs/1_54_0/libs/pool/doc/html/boost_-

pool/pool/pooling.html
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4.2.5 Unordered sets

The recent C++ standard,28 marked as C++11, standardizes a new type of con-
tainer, that was already a part of almost every implementation of STL, but
due to the non-existence of standardization its interface differed slightly across
various implementations. Unordered associative containers are well known to al-
most every programmer, although usually they are referred to under a differ-
ent name: hash tables.

The C++11 standard defines four types of hash table containers that corre-
spond to existing binary-search-tree-based containers (with an unordered_ pre-
fix): unordered_set, unordered_multiset, unordered_map and unordered_multimap.
The key differences between hash tables and binary-search trees are:

• Binary-search trees require the "less-than" comparison operator to be de-
fined for stored items, whereas hash tables require the "equal-to" com-
parison operator and also a hash function to be defined for them.

• When iterating over a binary-search tree, the items are returned in the
order provided by the "less-than" comparison operator, whereas iteration
over hash table returns the items in an arbitrary order.

• Lookup, insertion and deletion operations with hash tables have (amor-
tized) constant average cost per operation (one call to the hash function
plus one or more equality comparisons), whereas with binary-search tree
these operations have a cost dependent on the number of items in the tree
(N): each operation requires O

(

log2(N)
)

comparisons.

In real life applications hash tables often perform much better than binary-
search trees, although their worst case complexity is linear with respect to
number of items (the C++ standard requires that hash tables are implement-
ed using closed addressing29). The effectiveness of hash tables stands and falls
with the hash function: a good hash function has to be fast to compute and
must possess the quality of distributing the data as evenly as possible over its
output range.

4.3 Implementation analysis and description

During program runtime, input data are processed in order to establish the fre-
quency counts necessary to compute phrase pair scores and print the complete
phrase translation table. This requires the phrase pairs to be extracted and kept
in memory along with the estimated frequency and maximum error for Lossy
Counting – essentially, a set of triples (e, f ,∆), as described in Chapter 3, is to
be maintained. These data account for most of the memory required during
runtime, therefore their effective representation in memory is mission-critical
and was the major goal of our programming effort.

28ISO/IEC 14882:2011
29http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hash_tables#Separate_chaining
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4.3.1 Size of integer types

Both frequency count and maximum error are plain unsigned integers, so at
first it might seem that there is nothing that can possibly be done to optimize
them. However, it is unwise to just declare them both with the unsigned int

type. First, the size of integer data types is implementation dependent. Despite
the fact that an int is typically 4 bytes long, this is not guaranteed (Stroustrup,
1997, Chapter 4.6). Second, it is important to realize that in processing real
life data we may never need as much space as some integer types provide and
saving even a few bytes per item can lead to gigabytes saved in total.

To ensure cross-platform compatibility, we base the definitions of estimated
frequency count and maximum error (and other crucial numeric types) on def-
initions of fixed-size integer types from the Boost.Integer library.30 For fre-
quency counts we dedicate 4 bytes, a space capable of storing all unsigned
values up to 232 ≈ 4.3× 109. This is definitely enough for our task as there
is no parallel corpus yet with billions of parallel sentences, therefore it is safe
to expect no phrase pair will occur a billion times. For maximum error values
it is sufficient to dedicate 1 byte only (unsigned values up to 255). The max-
imum error of any item during Lossy Counting is always less than the ID of
the current epoch and from our initial experiments, we had learned that lossy
counted phrase extraction with more than just a few epochs leads to pruning
that already hurts too much.

4.3.2 Phrase pair structure

In contrast to counters, a phrase pair is quite a complex structure: it consists
of the source phrase, the target phrase and also information about the align-
ment between the particular words of both phrases. Both source and target
phrases can be further decomposed into a sequence of words, while alignment
information can be further decomposed into a sequence of pairs of alignment
points. What makes the design of effective in-memory representation of such
a structure even more complicated, is the necessity to account for the variable
lengths of these components. On the other hand, there is a natural limit to these
lengths incurred by the maximum sentence length and, in practice, even more
restrictive limits are usually enforced to secure the feasibility of the extracted
translation model.

From the perspective of an effective implementation, it is helpful to break
phrase pair structure into three subcomponents – words, phrases and align-
ments – and analyze them independently.

Words

Words or, more generally, translation model factors, are technically string-like
types. In Section 4.2.2, we discussed the advantage of C-strings over STL

30http://www.boost.org/doc/libs/1_53_0/libs/integer/doc/html/index.html
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strings when it comes to memory requirements. Later, in Section 4.2.3 we
mentioned an approach that aims to spare the overall memory demands of a
program by using lightweight references to the unique copies of data in places
where the full copy would otherwise be stored. With both these options in
mind, it is easy to come up with the idea of storing all words as C-strings in a
separate storage and keep only pointers to them in each phrase structure. The
problem with this idea is that a pointer type in 64-bit environments occupies
8 bytes, a space that is simply excessive for the representation of a single word
(a lot of words could fit into 8 bytes directly).

Instead, as already suggested in Section 4.2.3, it is more effective to use a nu-
meric index as a reference. Arguably, words drawn from natural language
represent the input factor with the largest possible variability and, despite it
being impossible to count the number of words in any language, a reasonable
estimate for English mentions the order of hundreds of thousands.31 There-
fore, the boost::uint32_t data type from the Boost.Integer library, capable of
holding more than 4.2 billion values, should be sufficient as a numeric index
data type for any reasonable input factor.

During the lossy counted extraction, the end-of-epoch pruning can remove all
the phrase pairs that reference a certain word and, in such a case, the unique
copy of this word could be deleted from the memory. However, we decided
to not implement such a functionality. Intuitively, it seems more viable to save
the processing time overhead incurred by the detection and removal of such
words than try to save a portion of space, likely to be rather insignificant in
the overall scope of things: the number of unique words can reach one or two
million, but the number of unique phrase pairs can reach hundreds of millions.

Phrases

With the words referenced by numeric indices, it is straight-forward to struc-
ture a phrase as a sequence of such indices and this is in fact the solution we
adhered to.

An alternative implementation could employ object unification, but the posi-
tive effect of this technique is doubtful at this level, because there are far more
distinct phrase forms than there areword forms. Asmentioned in Section 2.3.2,
a typical phrase table contains a lot of 1-1-1 phrase pairs.32 The source and
target phrases in such phrase pairs not only diminish the efficiency of object
unification, as they occur only once, but phrase pairs as such pose a very likely
candidate for pruning.

In contrast to the pruning of word data as discussed earlier, the pruning of
phrase data can have a very significant impact on the program memory foot-
print. With the phrase data stored in a unique copy, to remove this copy we
would have to verify that there remain no other references pointing to it and

31http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Number_of_words_in_English
32In our experiments, the amount of 1-1-1 phrase pairs accounted for 27% and 40% of the

phrase tables, see Chapter 6.
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this would require either some reference counting scheme (additional memory
overhead) or a full scan over the copies and the references (additional process-
ing overhead).

Alignments

Phrase pair alignment marks words from the source and target sides that were
aligned to each other in the word alignment of the sentence from which the
phrase pair was extracted. The phrase extraction algorithm ensures that each
extracted phrase pair is based on at least one alignment pair. However, because
there is no explicit relationship between the word-alignments of sentences, a
particular phrase pair can be encountered with multiple distinct alignments
and only the most frequent one should be included in the phrase table.33 Con-
sequently, during the extraction of phrase pairs, it is necessary to track all the
distinct alignments encountered for each phrase pair, as well as their frequency
counts.

For the purpose of in-memory representation, we decided to treat the phrase
pair alignments similarly to words and to use the same strategy to store them,
i.e. keep unique copies in a separate storage referenced by numeric indices.

The mainmotivation for such a decision was the finding that phrase pair align-
ments tend to have a Zipfian-like frequency distribution, as Figure 4.1 illus-
trates. To obtain the plot, we extracted all (41.3 M) phrase pairs of lengths
up to 7 from the Czech-English part of the Europarl v6 parallel corpus and
for each alignment counted the number of distinct phrase pairs it has been
observed with. The extracted data contained more than 506 K of unique align-
ments and the most frequent alignment "0-0 1-1" was seen with more than
1.5 M phrase pairs. The number of unique phrase pairs suggests that the nu-
meric index has to span at least 3 bytes. Interestingly, no phrase pair was seen
with more than 9 different alignments.

Phrase pairs

The use of references to phrase pair alignments has one more advantage: all
the main components of a phrase pair can be stacked in a single array of 4-
byte-wide fields, because the source and target phrases are just sequences of
4-byte-wide word indices and we empirically estimated 3 bytes of space to be
enough for the numeric indices of the alignments.

Furthermore, the alignment frequency counter can also be represented with a
4 byte unsigned integer, because we demonstrated the same type to be capable
of holding the estimated frequency counts of phrase pairs in the Lossy Counter
implementation. In fact, a smaller data type will not suffice, as there might be
a phrase pair with only a single alignment.

33This is what the Moses phrase-extract toolkit does.
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Figure 4.1: A plot of phrase pair alignment frequency in a set of 41.3 M phrase
pairs with 506 K unique alignments extracted from the Czech-English part of
the Europarl v6 corpus. On the x axis is the rank of alignment based on the
frequency, on y axis is the frequency.

Besides the component data, we also have to keep their dimensions, to be able
to tell where each piece of the component data starts and ends. We already
gave reasons to safely expect these values to be rather small and, with a bit of
static type casting, we can stack this information in the first field of the array,
so its layout is as follows:

• the first field contains a header-like structure with a count of distinct
alignments A (2 bytes), the source phrase length S (1 byte) and the target
phrase length T (1 byte)

• the next S fields contain word indices of the source phrase

• the next T fields contain word indices of the target phrase

• the last 2× A fields contain a sequence of A pairs, each of them holding
the alignment index and related frequency counter

As we store each piece of alignment data separately, we do not have to keep
track of their lengths, because they are kept together with their unique copy.

The memory for the array is acquired via the operator new. We experimented
with an implementation using memory-pooled allocation, but it ran terribly
slow, presumably because of the frequent deallocation of the phrase pair da-
ta.34 Quite possibly, we did not employ the best memory pool implementation
for such a purpose, so we keep this option in mind for future work.

34Phrase pair data are not only deallocatedwhen a particular phrase pair is pruned, but they
are also reallocated when a new alignment is encountered (to accommodate it).
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4.3.3 Indexed storage

In the previous text, we did not provide any details about the actual imple-
mentation of the storage that keeps the unique copies of word and alignment
data. Internally, we called this space an indexed storage.

The implementation of indexed storage employs three STL containers: one to
keep the actual data, one serving as a value-based lookup index and one serv-
ing as a reference-based lookup index.

The actual string or sequence of alignment points is stored in a memory pool
managed by a boost::pool class from the Boost Pool Library.35 This is the
same implementation of memory pool that we had unsuccessfully tried to use
in the allocation of memory for the phrase pair data. Since no data is ever
removed from indexed storage, except for the whole storage being purged as
such, we did not encounter any performance issues in this case.

Pointers to each stored object are kept in a vector container: the position of
the pointer within the vector determines the value of the numeric index that
makes up the reference. This way, the referenced copy can be accessed in a
constant time.

To be able to quickly determine whether a particular string or alignment is
present in the storage, an additional index-like structure over the numeric in-
dices is maintained. This structure is implemented with an unordered_set

container to provide (amortized) constant lookup times.36 Although the con-
tainer holds the numeric indices, the value of the hash function is calculated
over the data of an object to be checked. This way, whenever the object copy
is already in the indexed storage, the correct numeric index can be immediately
returned.

For the hash function, we chose the MurmurHash3 written by Austin Appleby
and released as public domain software.37 The MurmurHash3 is very robust
and thus it is well suited for general hash-based lookup.

4.3.4 Lossy Counter

The Lossy Counting algorithm is implemented by a template class that is in-
stantiated with three parameters representing the different data types of triple
(e, f ,∆). The data structure D is implemented via unordered_map with items
e being the lookup keys and pairs ( f ,∆) being the stored values (recall Sec-
tion 3.1).

Since with every new alignment encountered for a particular phrase pair, its
data has to be updated, we had to tweak the implementation to allow for the
constant keys of unordered_map to be altered.

35http://www.boost.org/doc/libs/1_54_0/libs/pool/doc/html/index.html
36The default eppex compilation will, however, use std::set instead of std::unordered_set,

because the latter is still a rather recent feature of the Standard Template Library.
37http://code.google.com/p/smhasher/
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4.3.5 Compressed I/O

Eppex can read/write directly from/to gzipped files, the same way legacy
phrase-extract tools do. This option allows to save a significant amount of
disk space, as a typical phrase table will be several times smaller when com-
pressed.38 In addition, in environments when disks are under heavy load (of-
ten the case with shared computational servers), compression may even speed
up the whole I/O process.

Our implementation simply reuses the respective library shipped with the
Moses source code, as it is clearly designed and easy to include.

38In case of the phrase tables produced in our experiments the compression ratio of the
gzipped files varied between 14.0% and 22.9%.
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5. Experiments

Hang on. I’m trying to see how long it takes a 500-kilowatt oxygen iodine laser to
heat up my Cup o’ Noodles.

— Leslie Winkle, "The Big Bang Theory" TV series

We conducted a series of experimental phrase table extractions in order to as-
sess eppex memory demands, determine the speed up ratio of the whole pro-
cess obtainable with various pruning levels and evaluate the impact of both
lossy counting and significance filtering on the quality of pruned phrase tables.
In this chapter, we are going to describe the parameters of our experiments,
the employed data sets and the means of runtime benchmarking and quality
evaluation, while the actual results and comments on them are presented in
Chapter 6.

5.1 Scenarios

We use the term scenario to denote a particular toolkit (or phrase table con-
struction process) and the set of its configurations that we aim to evaluate.

5.1.1 Baseline

Our baseline is naturally determined by the phrase table creation process that
is implemented within the 5th and 6th step of the Moses training pipeline.
In the detailed description of this process in section 2.2.1 we have mentioned
that both steps can be partially run in parallel. This option helps to speed up
the whole process whenever training is attempted on a machine with multiple
processing units (cores or threads). Besides this parallelization, the training
script also supports a more subtle runtime optimization: the sorting process,
that is invoked to sort both halves of phrase table in the phrase extraction step
and later to sort the inverse half before final consolidation of both halves may
be configured to use a bigger memory buffer, to compress its temporary data
stored on disk or to run in parallel mode. Table 5.1 sums up all the parameters
of the Moses training script that can be set in order to optimize the process of
phrase table creation and briefly explains their role.

To give a better picture of the performance of the baseline system with respect
to various optimization options and to get some insight into their importance,
we decided to run experiments with four different sets of optimization param-
eters each being either a proper subset or superset of the others (the short name
in parentheses is designated for use in result tables):

• default (def-base) – no optimization parameters are set

• multi-core (multi-base) – multiple cores are used
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• compressed (comp-base) – multiple cores are used and the sorting process
is ordered to compress its output

• optimized (opt-base) – multiple cores are used, the sorting process is or-
dered to compress its output and to use more than the default amount of
memory

This selection in our own experience should represent the most popular ways
of invoking a phrase table creation process via the Moses training script and is
designed to reflect phrase table creation benchmarks that earlier stood out on
the Moses mailing list.39 Also, by exploring the impact of available optimiza-
tion options we aim to establish as challenging a baseline as possible given the
computational resources of the machines at our disposal.

parameter description
--parallel run the scoring of both phrase table halves in

parallel
--cores <num> run extraction of phrases and the scoring of

each table half using num threads (eg. 4)
--sort-buffer <memsize> allow the sorting process to use internal buffer

of memsize RAM (eg. 12G)
--sort-compress <cmd> order the sorting process to compress the out-

put using a cmd program (eg. gzip)
--sort-parallel <num> allow the sorting process to run using num

threads (eg. 4)

Table 5.1: List of parameters of the Moses training script that allow a speeding
up of the process of phrase table creation.

In the non-default baselines, we favored turning on parallel processing using
the --cores option as this setting applies to both steps of phrase table con-
struction, whereas --parallel is applicable only to scoring step. Despite the
fact that all the machines employed in our experiments have 8 or more cores
(or threads), in most of the experiments we decided to utilize 4 cores only as
this is configuration affordable not only on computational servers equipped
with multiple CPUs, but also on most of the modern laptops and we expect
such results to be more suited to the Moses community. At all times, howev-
er, we intentionally left at least one core idle to make sure our benchmarking
script or any administrative process of software managing the computational
cluster will not interfere with the benchmarking.

Regarding the optimization parameters for sort, we use gzip as a compression
program and set the sort buffer size to use approximately the same amount of
memory as consumed by eppex when creating the full phrase table from the
same data (ie. without pruning – the most "hungry" setting). We did not set
parallelization on for sort – simply because we were using an older version of
the sort program that did not yet implement this feature.

39Our selection is particularly inspired by the most recent benchmark we are aware of:
http://article.gmane.org/gmane.comp.nlp.moses.user/6749
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For clarity and reproducibility of results we stuck to Moses release 1.0 in all
our experiments.40

5.1.2 Significance filtering

Post-filtering the phrase table with a significance filter can be considered as yet
another baseline, mainly applicable to quality benchmarking, because the time
requirements of phrase table construction with significance filtering will be
by design above those of the baseline phrase extraction. Nevertheless, we at-
tempted both performance and quality benchmarking of the sigfilter tool intro-
duced in Section 2.3.2 to give the whole picture.

The degree of pruning done by sigfilter is determined by the pruning threshold
for p-values (set via -l option), by the cutoff limit for forward (direct) transla-
tion probabilities (set via -n option) or by both. Particularly interesting values
for the pruning threshold are a+e and a-e: the former serves to set threshold
value to α + ǫ and results in removal of all 1-1-1 phrase pairs, the latter serves
to set the threshold value to α − ǫ and results in all 1-1-1 phrase pairs being
preserved. As for the cutoff limit, Johnson et al. (2007) applied a limit of 30 in
all experiments in order to control the width of beam search in decoding. In
Moses, the width of beam is controlled directly by the decoder, but in the man-
ual section dealingwith significance filtering a cutoff limit of 30 in combination
with a pruning threshold α + ǫ is recommended as "a good setting".

Before sigfilter can be run, some preprocessing is required. The counts C(s̄),
C(t̄) and C(s̄, t̄) necessary for the population of contingency tables are estab-
lished on the fly during the pruning process by querying a suffix-array index
built over the parallel corpus used for phrase table creation. This suffix-array
index has to be produced by the indexer that is part of SALM toolkit,41 and
because the SALM indexer cannot process sentences longer than 254 words,42

such sentences have to be trimmed in advance.

5.1.3 Relative entropy filtering

We attempted to post-filter the phrase tables with the relent-filter toolkit as well,
but it turned out that the forced decoding of all phrases in the phrase table re-
quired by this method makes it extremely time consuming when dealing with
phrase tables as enormous as ours: in the case of the Cs-En setup described
below, it took more than 30 hours to calculate the pruning scores for 336 K of
phrase pairs (approx. 0.1% of the whole phrase table). Despite the fact that the
filtration process can be scaled by running multiple instances of the scoring
script in parallel, the applicability of such an approach is in practice limited by

40Precisely the Github commit 1530ae4f5ff59cfd30f6f933e4dc05ea89cca8fc.
41http://projectile.sv.cmu.edu/research/public/tools/salm/salm.htm
42Although our version of the SALM indexer complained about sentences being longer than

256 words, the actual limit was 254 words.
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the considerable memory demands of forced decoding: in our case, the paral-
lel running of two relent-filter instances fed with 25 K phrases to be decoded
at a time required 45 GB of memory. Such excessive time requirements made
it impossible to fit the proper evaluation of a relent-filter into our experiment
schedule, therefore we had to abandon it.

5.1.4 Eppex

The runtime performance of eppex and the degree of pruning heavily depends
on the parameters of Lossy Counting: more intensive pruning results in less
phrase pairs being extracted and then scored, thusmore pruning leads to faster
eppex runs.

The earlier experiments with eppex (Przywara and Bojar, 2011) suggested that
lossy-counted pruning should not be very intensive: especially the removal of
short phrase pairs can be damaging to the quality of translation model. These
findings were also the main reason behind the option to instantiate a separate
Lossy Counter instance for each phrase pair length (or range of them) in eppex.

However, the simplest scenario to run is to use no pruning at all and let eppex
output a phrase table equal to the one that would be created by a baseline
extraction.43 Obviously, this scenario is also the most memory consuming.

Perhaps not as obviously, the scenario with positive and negative limits set at
p = n + 1 is as memory consuming as the one with no pruning. The same
explanation applies in both the cases, although here it might be not as strik-
ing: when the Lossy Counting algorithm is given no space for error, it will
make none, but will consequently reach the space complexity upper bound.
Therefore, despite the fact that this scenario is theoretically interesting, it is not
very useful in practice, unless one has plenty of RAM available and wants to
perform perfect count-based pruning on the fly.

A more practically interesting scenario to consider is the possibility of approx-
imating significance filtering with α + ǫ threshold: by setting the negative limit
to 1, all single occurring phrase pairs, so called singletons, will be removed (like
in α + ǫ). It is impossible, however, to reasonably approximate the significance
filtering with α − ǫ threshold, because to preserve the 1-1-1 phrase pairs, the
positive limit must be set to 1, but then not only the 1-1-1 phrase pairs will be
preserved, but also all the other phrase pairs.

A viable approach to epochal extraction, demonstrated by Przywara and Bojar
(2011), is to set a separate Lossy Counting for each phrase pair length and
define a less intensive pruning (or no pruning at all) for the shorter phrase
pairs and a more intensive pruning for the longer phrase pairs.

To sum up this reflection on various eppex scenarios, the main reasoning that
should determine the settings of limits is the observation that short phrase pairs
are more crucial to the overall translation quality of phrase-based models than

43Equal does not necessarily mean identical: some minor differences in scores with floating
point values might occur due to rounding errors.
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the longer ones and therefore short phrases have to be pruned with more cau-
tion. This phenomenon was also observed by Zens et al. (2012) when exam-
ining the properties of output produced by various pruning methods. In the
case of methods that performed well in their evaluations, they found out that
the more aggressive the pruning, the larger the percentage of short phrases.

Finally, an important note to make is that for all experiments with eppex we
have used the version 2.5.144 compiled with the --with-hashtables option.45

5.2 Datasets

The thesis assignment specifically dictated that a massive parallel dataset has
to be employed in the evaluation of epochal extraction performance. For this
reason, we picked up data available as part of the Shared Machine Transla-
tion Task for 2013 Workshop on Statistical Machine Translation (or WMT 13 in
short) that presents the de facto standard in the area of MT systems evalua-
tion.46

5.2.1 The Cs-En setup

The Czech-English setup was based on data and models prepared as a part of
a broader effort to deliver a competitive system for the WMT 13 Translation
Task.47

As training data for construction of the translation model we put together a
CzEng 1.0 parallel corpus48 (Bojar et al., 2012) and the Czech-English section
of the Europarl v7 corpus49. The combined data have 15,478,910 parallel sen-
tences with 220,173,420 Czech and 253,283,160 English tokens.

The word-alignments were established on a lemmatized version of the com-
bined corpus using the recently published fast-align tool (Dyer et al., 2013).

The translation model was createdwith two factors on both sides of the corpus:

1. a token with case determined by a supervised truecaser

2. a tag assigned by the state-of-art morphological tagger Morče50

The translation model defined only a single decoding step: two factors on the
source side were directly translated to two factors on the target side.51

44Precisely the Github commit 7052adc50c46f74d36175632977f6b93c2e4f931.
45Compilation options are explained in Section A.3.
46http://www.statmt.org/wmt13/translation-task.html
47The author took only minor part in this effort, but was kindly allowed to make use of the

results including the baseline system and all data not directly produced by or depending on
the tools evaluated in this work.

48http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/czeng/czeng10/
49http://www.statmt.org/europarl/
50http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/morce/
51To say it in the language of aMoses command line: translation factors were set to 0,1-0,1.
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Three language models were used:

1. an interpolated language model of order 6 for the first factor built from
News Crawl articles from the years 2007-2011 treated with the super-
vised truecaser and with the perplexity tuned on the target side of the
news-test2010 dataset

2. an interpolated language model of order 8 for the second factor built
from (and tuned on) the same data as the model for the first factor

3. a language model of order 6 for the first factor built from the target side
of CzEng 1.0 treated with the supervised truecaser

We did not train the lexicalized reordering model and instead relied only on
the built-in distance-based distortion model.

The weights of all the components were tuned using the Minimum Error Rate
Training (MERT) implementation that is part of Moses (Bertoldi et al., 2009).52

The news-test2011 dataset was used as the development data for tuning.

The BLEU score was evaluated using the evaluator tool that is also part of
Moses53 with a bootstrap value of 1000. The news-test2012 and news-test2013
datasets were used as the testing data.

5.2.2 The Fr-En setup

To confront eppex with even more challenging input data (in terms of their
size), we built and evaluated a French-English MT system, as significantly
more French-English parallel corpora were available as part of the WMT 13
Translation Task. Specifically, the training data for the French-English setup
were gathered from the following parallel corpora:

• Europarl v7 (Fr-En data)54

• Common Crawl corpus

• United Nations corpus55

• News Commentary corpus

• 109 French-English corpus

The size of our joint French-English training data (after the preprocessing de-
scribed at the end of the section) is 39,143,703 sentences with 1,173,485,756
French and 1,000,538,764 English tokens.

GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003), the recommended word-aligner for Moses,56

was used to establish the word alignments over the lowercased forms of each
of the Fr-En parallel corpora, the particular alignments were then concatenated

52http://www.statmt.org/moses/?n=FactoredTraining.Tuning
53The evaluator tool is implemented in file <moses>/mert/evaluator.cpp
54http://www.statmt.org/europarl/
55http://www.euromatrixplus.net/multi-un/
56http://www.statmt.org/moses/?n=FactoredTraining.RunGIZA
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to obtain a single word-alignment for the whole training data. The lowercased
form of the training data was also used as the only factor on both sides of the
translation model. To build the language model, only the target side of our
parallel corpora was used. As in the Cs-En setup, no lexicalized reordering
model was built and reordering was determined only by the built-in distor-
tion model.

The weights tuning and the evaluation of translation quality were done by the
samemethods (theMERT implementation fromMoses and the evaluator tool)
and the same datasets (news-test2011 for the tuning, news-test2012 and news-
test2013 for the evaluation) as in case of the Cs-En setup. We did not, however,
truecase the output translations before evaluation, instead we lowercased the
reference side of the test data.

Preprocessing

Input data preprocessing is essential to almost any natural language process-
ing task and translation model training in phrase-based SMT is no exception.

We treated our French-English data with the following preprocessing steps:

1. White space cleaning:

• spaces at the beginning and end of the lines are removed

• all sequences of white space characters are replaced by a single space
only

• all line endings are converted to Unix-style line endings

2. Normalization of punctuation to plain ASCII quotes

3. Tokenization – splits the text into the atomic units of translation.

4. Cleaning of any superfluouswhite space from tokenization – ensures that
the output contains only spaces and line-feed characters.

5. Special characters escaping (necessary for Moses):

• ampersands ("&") are replaced by "&amp;"

• pipes ("|") are replaced by "&pipe;"

• less-than characters ("<") are replaced by "&lt;"

• greater-than characters (">") are replaced by "&gt;"

We used our own tools for white space cleaning, post-tokenization cleaning
and the escaping of special characters. For the normalization of punctuation
encoding we used a script provided by organizers of the WMT 11 Translation
Task,57 and for tokenization we used the tokenizer shipped with Moses.58

57http://www.statmt.org/wmt11/normalize-punctuation.perl
58Tokenization script may be found in <moses>/scripts/tokenizer/tokenizer.perl
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The word-alignment tool we employed, GIZA++, further requires that over-
ly long sentences are removed from the parallel corpus. No hard-coded limit
exists, but as a rule of thumb the limit of 80 words is recommended.59 Dur-
ing sentence-length filtering both sides of a parallel corpus must be processed
simultaneously, because each overlong sentence must be removed along with
its counterpart from the other part of corpus to keep the remaining sentences
properly aligned. Usually during this step one wants to remove also any emp-
ty lines as the same principle applies to them.

5.2.3 The 2011 setup

Finally, we were curious to get some insight into the rate of performance im-
provement of both eppex and phrase-extract tools since their older versions that
have been evaluated in a similar manner by Przywara and Bojar (2011). There-
fore, as a third dataset we picked up the same data that had been used in their
work – see Mareček et al. (2011) for the exact setup of the system cu-bojar. This
parallel corpus is the smallest of our three configurations: it contains approxi-
mately 8.4 M sentence pairs with 93.2 M Czech and 107.2 M English tokens.

Since we are mainly interested in a comparison of the runtime benchmarking
figures, we did not attempt quality benchmarking with this dataset. Also, we
omit the significance filtering scenario, as sigfilter has not changed since the
version tested in 2011.

5.3 Benchmarking

In computing, the act of running a computer program or a set of programs, to
assess their relative performance, is called benchmarking. Because the ultimate
goal of this work was to implement a software tool that is an alternative to
existing programs, the benchmarking of both eppex and the existing tools is an
important part of our work.

5.3.1 Runtime

Webenchmarked phrase table construction bymeasuring CPU time, wall clock
time, virtual memory usage peak and disk usage peak.

For all experiments we used servers that are part of a Grid Engine (GE) clus-
ter.60 Although these machines were standard nodes in a cluster, we kept jobs
of other users away by ordering the GE to reserve all the memory of the ma-
chine for our job only. All the input and output files of benchmarked processes

59The 80 words limit is for example mentioned in the "Corpus Preparation" section of the
Moses tutorial: http://www.statmt.org/moses/?n=moses.baseline

60Formerly known as the Sun Grid Engine, Grid Engine is now a continuation of the open
source development of SGE: http://sourceforge.net/projects/gridscheduler/
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were read from and written to a locally mounted hard disk, therefore network
load had no impact on benchmarking results.

All the servers had identical software configuration: they were running the 64-
bit version of the Ubuntu 10.04 server edition. For each dataset we use a server
or set of servers with hardware configuration that satisfies memory and disk
demands incurred by the size of the particular dataset:

• The "cu-bojar" setup was run on a machine with 2 Quad-Core AMD
OpteronTM processors61 (each with 4 cores with clock speeds of 2.8 GHz;
8 threads in total), 32 GB of RAM and approximately 429 GB of hard disk
space. This is the same machine that was employed in the 2011 experi-
ments.

• The Cs-En setup was run on several machines with identical hardware
configuration: two Intel R©Xeon R© E5620 processors62 (eachwith 4 hyper-
threaded cores with clock speeds of 2.4 GHz; 16 threads in total), 128 GB
of RAM and approximately 558 GB of hard disk space.

• The Fr-En setup was run on a machine with two Intel R© Xeon R© E7520
processors63 (each of themwith 4 hyper-threaded cores with clock speeds
of 1.866 GHz; 16 threads in total), 512 GB of RAM and approximately
1.7 TB of hard disk space.

The baseline phrase table creation managed by the training script involves
running a multitude of working subprocesses to perform various intermedi-
ate tasks like phrase pair extraction, phrase pair scoring, phrase table consol-
idation, gzipping, wrapping parallel execution etc. To measure the overall
runtime demands of this dynamically changing tree of processes, we crafted
a special Python script:64 it periodically gathers a list consisting of the main
observed process65 and all its subprocesses, captures the values of their CPU
time used so far and currently occupied virtual memory and updates the total
CPU time counter and virtual memory peak. To retrieve a list of child pro-
cesses a call to Unix ps utility is performed, CPU time and virtual memory
usage of each process are read from stat and status files from the respective
/proc/[pid]/ directory. A period of one second gives a reasonable precision
of a benchmark, while not damaging the performance of running processes.
The script provides a full log with benchmarking information of all detected
subprocesses, but we are mainly interested in the final summary that presents
the total wall clock time, aggregated CPU time consumed by all subprocesses
and their joint virtual memory peak.

The disk usage has been measured by a separate bash script that invoked the
Unix du commandwith the summarizing option on the working directory with
a period of 1 second and updated relevant log file with the full output of du

whenever a new peak was reached. In the case of the eppex experiments the

61http://products.amd.com/pages/OpteronCPUDetail.aspx?id=536
62http://ark.intel.com/products/47925/Intel-Xeon-Processor-E5620
63http://ark.intel.com/products/46490/Intel-Xeon-Processor-E7520
64The script is available from: https://github.com/chesio/tools/tree/master/Benchie
65The main training script train-model.perl in our case.
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peak disk usage is always equal to the size of phrase table file as there are no
temporary files produced and we ignored the disk usage incurred by input
files.

5.3.2 Memory demands

We performed an additional series of experimental phrase table extractions
with the Cs-En and Fr-En datasets to get an insight into the impact of training
data size and the use of different pruning limits on the memory demands of
eppex and the amount of phrase pairs extracted.

For both datasets we created a list of batch sizes and with each batch of size K
we did the following:

1. From the first K sentences of the whole dataset and their word align-
ments, we created a temporary training dataset.

2. Using Moses train-model.perl script, we constructed lexical scores ta-
bles from the temporary training data.66

3. Finally, we used the temporary training data and lexical scores tables
to perform several epochal extractions with some of the configurations
mentioned in Section 6.1 (for Cs-En batches) and Section 6.2 (for Fr-En
batches). In each extraction, we measured the virtual memory peak and
recorded the phrase table size.

66http://www.statmt.org/moses/?n=FactoredTraining.GetLexicalTranslationTable
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6. Results

The closer a machine translation is to a professional human translation, the better it is.

— Papineni et al., BLEU: a Method for Automatic Evaluation of Machine Translation

6.1 The Cs-En dataset

We performed 14 experimental phrase table extractions for the Cs-En dataset,
the comprehensive list is presented by Table 6.1. We included one more opti-
mized baselinewith 8 cores, because the difference in wall clock time necessary
to construct the phrase table between runswith 4 and 8 cores was considerable.
Sorting processes in both optimized baselines were given 18 GB of memory, so
the virtual peak of the entire pipeline reached approximately the same value
as in the case of the eppex run with no pruning.

name description and parameters
def-base Standard Moses pipeline with no special parameters

multi-base Standard Moses pipeline with --cores 4

comp-base Standard Moses pipeline with --sort-compress gzip

and --cores 4

opt-base Standard Moses pipeline with --sort-buffer 18G,
--sort-compress gzip and --cores 4

opt-c8-base Standard Moses pipeline with --sort-buffer 18G,
--sort-compress gzip and --cores 8

eppex zero eppex set to no pruning and --GZOutput option
eppex def. eppex with --limits set to 1-3:0:1,4-5:1:4,6-7:4:8

and --GZOutput option
eppex 0:n eppex with --limits set to 1:0:1,2:0:2,...,7:0:7

and --GZOutput option
eppex 0:n+1 eppex with --limits set to 1:0:2,2:0:3,...,7:0:8

and --GZOutput option
eppex 1:n+1 eppex with --limits set to 1:1:2,2:1:3,...,7:1:8

and --GZOutput option
sigfilter a-e baseline followed by significance filtering with prun-

ing threshold α − ǫ
sigfilter a+e baseline followed by significance filtering with prun-

ing threshold α + ǫ
sigfilter 30 a+e baseline followed by significance filtering with cutoff

limit of 30 and pruning threshold α + ǫ
sigfilter 30 baseline followed by significance filtering with cutoff

limit of 30

Table 6.1: List of various experiments and their settings for Cs-En setup,
"eppex def." is shortcut for eppex defensive.
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The eppex zero experiment is performed to establish the maximum memory
demands of eppex for the input data of a given size. The eppex defensive ex-
periment has the positive and negative limits set to achieve the same level of
pruning as the eppex 1-in experiment that performed very well in 2011 experi-
ments. The remaining eppex experiments have a separate Lossy Counter set for
every phrase length from one (single-word phrases) to seven (the same max-
imum phrase length as extracted by the baseline system by default). We set
the negative limit to be the same for all instances, but the positive limit is set
in correspondence to the phrase length to allow for a bigger estimation errors
for longer phrase pairs. Full details of eppex configuration options are given in
Chapter B. For example, the --limits of the eppex 1:n+1 configuration allow
to drop singleton phrases of all lengths and ensure that all phrases of length n
occurring at least n+ 1 times will be preserved.

6.1.1 Translation phrase table size and quality

Table 6.2 presents the phrase table sizes and BLEU scores for all distinct phrase
tables created in our experiments. Despite the fact that the phrase table sizes
are very different, with the most pruned phrase table being only 1/13 size
of the baseline, the achieved BLEU scores are very tight and the difference
between the best and the worst score is only 0.66 point in the case of news-
test2012 test data and 0.61 point in the case of news-test2013 test data.

final phrase table size BLEU score
experiment phrase pairs .gz file size wmt-12 wmt-13
baseline 336.0 M 8.8 GB 23.27 25.83

sigfilter 30 301.9 M 8.2 GB 23.12 25.62
sigfilter a-e 203.1 M 5.9 GB 23.01 25.60
eppex def. 109.8 M 2.7 GB 23.38 25.98
eppex 0:n 86.2 M 2.3 GB 23.24 25.86
sigfilter a+e 70.0 M 1.9 GB 23.21 25.59
eppex 0:n+1 67.9 M 1.8 GB 23.04 25.61

sigfilter 30 a+e 60.2 M 1.7 GB 23.05 25.63
eppex 1:n+1 25.7 M 0.7 GB 22.72 25.37

Table 6.2: Phrase table sizes and BLEU scores for the various experiments of
the Cs-En setup.

The eppex defensive experiment again proved to be very competitive: the phrase
table has only 1/3 size of the baseline, but the obtained BLEU score was higher
for both the test sets (although not significantly). On the other hand, the prun-
ing of all singletons in the eppex 1:n+1 experiment resulted in the worst scores
on both sets and therefore seems already too harsh for the Cs-En setup.

Interestingly, there is no clear differentiation of what was the best sigfilter con-
figuration: especially, in the case of news-test2013 test data all the scores hap-
pen to occur within a tiny range of [25.59, 25.63], despite the phrase table sizes
differ significantly, from 60.2 M to 301.9 M phrase pairs.
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6.1.2 Memory and time requirements

Table 6.3 presents the amount of time necessary to finish phrase table extrac-
tion with various systems and their configurations and also the measured CPU
consumption.

total time extraction scoring
experiment wall CPU wall CPU wall CPU
def-base 15.6 15.5 7.1 6.5 8.5 9.0
multi-base 10.4 19.4 4.9 6.7 5.5 12.7
comp-base 10.6 25.4 4.1 11.3 6.4 14.1
opt-base 8.3 19.9 2.6 7.0 5.6 13.0

opt-c8-base 7.0 20.7 2.3 7.2 4.7 13.6
eppex zero 2.9 2.9 – – – –
eppex def. 1.6 1.6 – – – –
eppex 0:n 1.5 1.5 – – – –

eppex 0:n+1 1.4 1.4 – – – –
eppex 1:n+1 1.2 1.2 – – – –

Table 6.3: Wallclock times and CPU usage values (in hours) of phrase table
construction for the various experiments of the Cs-En setup.

Even with no pruning eppex is capable of doing the phrase table construction
more than twice as fast as the most challenging baseline (and using 7 times less
CPU time). When compared to the default baseline the difference is even more
pronounced with eppex being 5 times as fast.

From the comparison of the default and multi-core baseline it seems clear that
whenever there is a possibility of employing multiple cores it should be taken:
just by running with 4 cores the baseline execution time has been cut to 2/3.
Doubling the number of cores from 4 to 8 in optimized experiments resulted
in a further reduction of execution time, although not as significant (by 15%).

An important observation is that adding only the option to make the sort

program gzip its temporary data, did not help decrease the total execution
time. More precisely, it did help in the phrase extraction phase (ca. −0.8 h), but
did the very opposite in the scoring phase (ca. +0.9 h), so the overall impact
on the total wall clock time was eventually marginally negative (ca. +0.2 h).

A reasonable explanation for such, perhaps unexpected, behavior stems from
the fact that in the phrase extraction phase both phrase table halves are sorted
simultaneously, whereas in the scoring phase only the indirect half is sorted.
Apparently, in our environment forcing sort to gzip its temporary data makes
it run slower when there are no other processes accessing the disk (as in the
scoring phase), but reducing disk access by the same means when two simi-
lar sort tasks run simultaneously can benefit in both of them finishing faster
(as in the phrase extraction phase). The striking increase of CPU consumption
in the comp-base experiment, that can only be attributed to the extra gzipping,
suggests that the sorting processes had to gzip a lot of temporary data: phrase
extraction required almost 4.5 CPU hours more, scoring required almost 1.5
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CPU hours more.67 Similar conclusion might be made also by an examination
of partial wall clock times of the multi-base and opt-base experiments: while
the phrase extraction time fell from 4.9 hours to 2.6 hours (i.e. almost to 1/2),
the scoring time jumped up a marginally from 5.5 hours to 5.6 hours. Thus,
even the significantly increased sorting buffer managed only to neutralize the
negative impact of temporary data compression on the wall clock time of the
scoring phase, but pronounced even more the positive impact of the same set-
tings on the phrase extraction phase.

However, to put things in a wider perspective, we believe that the option to
compress temporary data of the sort routine was introduced in order to limit
the peak usage of disk space, which may otherwise pose a limiting factor in
some environments, as the figures presented in the following text demonstrate.

Table 6.4 illustrates both memory and disk space demands of the baseline and
eppex experiments.

VM peak
experiment size step du peak
def-base 2.0 GB scoring 206.7 GB
multi-base 6.2 GB scoring 213.5 GB
comp-base 6.2 GB scoring 43.4 GB
opt-base 36.2 GB extraction 42.8 GB

opt-c8-base 36.2 GB extraction 42.8 GB
eppex zero 36.8 GB eppex 8.8 GB
eppex def. 18.1 GB eppex 2.7 GB
eppex 0:n 10.5 GB eppex 2.2 GB

eppex 0:n+1 8.4 GB eppex 1.8 GB
eppex 1:n+1 9.6 GB eppex 0.7 GB

Table 6.4: Virtual memory and disk usage peaks of the phrase table construc-
tion for various experiments of Cs-En setup.

The default baseline experiment had the lowest memory demand of all exper-
iments, it needed only 2 GB of memory to finish. With non-default settings the
memory consumption tripled when multiple cores were utilized (in multi-base
and comp-base experiments), except for cases when it was dominated by the
size of buffer dedicated to the sort routine (in optimized experiments).68

Eppex memory demands are largely dependent on the amount of pruning re-
quested: with zero pruning almost 37 GB of memory was consumed, mild de-
fensive pruning required only half as much memory and harsh 1:n+1 pruning
only 1/4 (but still almost 10 GB).

67Given that there are two sorting processes in the phrase extraction phase and only one in
the phrase scoring phase, one could expect the ratio 4.5:1.5 of additional CPU time to be closer
to 2:1, but after phrase extraction, phrase table halves contain every phrase pair occurrence,
whereas after scoring they contain only unique phrase pairs, so the size of data to sort is rather
closer to 3:1 than 2:1 ratio.

68Because of the parallel run of sort processes in the phrase extraction step, the virtual mem-
ory peak is approximately twice the size of the buffer. It is quite important to keep that inmind,
when training the baseline system.
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The comparison of VM peaks and phrase table sizes of eppex 0:n+1 and eppex
1:n+1 experiments confirms the findings from Section 3.2: because of the harsh-
er limits, eppex 1:n+1 produced a half as big phrase table as eppex 0:n+1, but
since it had a smaller estimation error, it required 15% more memory.

The disk usage peak exceeded 200 GB in the baseline experiments without
compression of sort temporary data, with compression it fell to approximately
40 GB (notably still above the memory peak of eppex with no pruning). As
noted before, eppex produces no temporary data, therefore in all experiments
the disk usage peaks strictly copied the size of the produced phrase tables.

Finally, Table 6.5 presents benchmarking figures for all configurations of the
sigfilter tool. Even a simple histogram pruning requiredmore time than any
pruning with eppex.69 On the other hand, the significance pruning consumed
considerably less memory than any of the epochal extractions performed.

time VM peak
experiment wall CPU size step
sigfilter a-e 10.2 h 11.3 h 6.7 GB filtering
sigfilter a+e 9.9 h 10.6 h 6.8 GB filtering

sigfilter 30 a+e 8.1 h 8.7 h 6.7 GB filtering
sigfilter 30 2.5 h 3.4 h 2.7 GB indexing

Table 6.5: Benchmarking figures for various settings of sigfilter in the Cs-En
setup: wallclock time, CPU usage value and virtual memory peak with the
phase in which it occurred.

6.2 The Fr-En dataset

Table 6.6 presents the list of the basic experimental phrase table extractions
performed on the Fr-En dataset. In addition to these basic experiments, we
ran discounting variants with either Good-Turing or Kneser-Ney discounting
(Manning and Schütze, 1999, Chapter 6), the full list is shown in Table 6.7.

In the case of baseline experiments, we had attempted all the configurations
mentioned in Section 5.1.1, but managed to only finish the optimized ones that
allowed sort to use 100 G of memory. The non-optimized attempts usually
died in the middle of sorting with sort complaining about missing temporary
files. We did not investigate the exact reason, but our raw guess is that the
number of temporary files reached some system-imposed limit, as there were
thousands of them left in the working directory after the sorting process died.

The evaluated eppex configurations are basically the same as in the case of the
Cs-En setup, only that we included an additional, harsher configuration eppex
2:n+2, in which all phrase pairs with true frequency below 3 were pruned.

69This is partially due a design flaw in the sigfilter tool: a SALM-indexed corpus is always
required to proceed, even though it is not necessary in the case of histogram pruning. The
unnecessary SALM indexing accounts for a large part of the reported wall clock time.
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name description and parameters
opt-base Standard Moses pipeline with --sort-buffer 100G,

--sort-compress gzip and --cores 4

opt-c8-base Standard Moses pipeline with --sort-buffer 100G,
--sort-compress gzip and --cores 8

eppex zero eppex set to no pruning and --GZOutput option
eppex def. eppex with --limits set to 1-3:0:1,4-5:1:4,6-7:4:8

and --GZOutput option
eppex 0:n eppex with --limits set to 1:0:1,2:0:2,...,7:0:7

and --GZOutput option
eppex 1:n+1 eppex with --limits set to 1:1:2,2:1:3,...,7:1:8

and --GZOutput option
eppex 1:n+2 eppex with --limits set to 1:1:3,2:1:4,...,7:1:9

and --GZOutput option
eppex 2:n+2 eppex with --limits set to 1:2:3,2:2:4,...,7:2:9

and --GZOutput option

Table 6.6: List of the basic experiments and their settings for the Fr-En setup.

name description and parameters
eppex zero GT eppex zerowith --GoodTuring option
eppex zero KN eppex zerowith --KneserNey option
eppex def. GT eppex defensivewith --GoodTuring option
eppex def. KN eppex defensivewith --KneserNey option
eppex 0:n GT eppex 0:nwith --GoodTuring option
eppex 0:n KN eppex 0:nwith --KneserNey option

eppex 1:n+1 GT eppex 1:n+1 with --GoodTuring option
eppex 1:n+1 KN eppex 1:n+1 with --KneserNey option

Table 6.7: List of the Fr-En experiments run with discounting.

6.2.1 Translation phrase table size and quality

Table 6.8 presents phrase table sizes and BLEU scores for all distinct phrase
tables created in the basic experiments. The baseline phrase table contained
an incredible 1.7 billion phrase pairs, while the smallest phrase table produced
by the harshest eppex configuration was less than 5% of that size. Despite this
huge contrast in phrase table sizes, the obtained BLEU scores were even tighter
than in the case of the Cs-En setup; the differences between the best and the
worst experiments were only 0.28 points and 0.37 points in the case of the
news-test2012 and news-test2013 sets respectively. In fact, such small differences
could be also attributed to the randomness of MERT.70

The eppex defensive configuration scored best on the news-test2012 set, but was
closely followed by the sigfilter a+e configuration that scored best on the news-
test2013 set. The slightly harsher variation sigfilter 30 a+e, that not only pruned

70We did not invest the computing resources necessary to estimate the confidence bounds
covering optimizer instability (Clark et al., 2011).
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final phrase table size BLEU score
experiment phrase pairs .gz file size wmt-12 wmt-13
baseline 1782.0 M 42.5 GB 28.60 29.58

sigfilter 30 1470.8 M 35.9 GB 28.49 29.64
sigfilter a-e 811.4 M 21.0 GB 28.45 29.53
eppex def. 463.4 M 10.6 GB 28.67 29.50
sigfilter a+e 329.5 M 8.4 GB 28.66 29.77
eppex 0:n 283.2 M 7.0 GB 28.41 29.50

sigfilter 30 a+e 270.0 M 7.0 GB 28.57 29.76
eppex 1:n+1 127.9 M 3.2 GB 28.59 29.53
eppex 1:n+2 105.8 M 2.7 GB 28.56 29.40
eppex 2:n+2 77.0 M 2.0 GB 28.39 29.43

Table 6.8: Phrase table sizes and BLEU scores for the basic experiments on the
Fr-En setup. The eppex zero configuration is not included, because the pro-
duced phrase table was the same as that of the baseline.

out all of the single-occurring phrase pairs (singletons), but also performed
histogram pruning prior to significance pruning, performed nearly as well,
indicating that the removal of singletons did not hurt the quality of the baseline
Fr-En translation model. This observation is further supported by the fact,
that amongst the eppex configurations, the 1:n+1 configuration that removed
all singletons too, ranked as good as the defensive configuration, although it
produced a more than 3 times smaller phrase table. This suggests that in a
gigaword parallel corpus all reasonable words already appear twice or more.

The BLEU scores obtained with translation models that had phrase translation
probabilities adjusted by either Good-Turing or Kneser-Ney discounting are
shown in Table 6.9. The phrase tables created with the eppex zero configuration
are basically the baseline ones.

wmt12 wmt13
experiment none GT KN none GT KN
eppex zero 28.60 28.67 28.85 29.58 29.73 29.95
eppex def. 28.67 28.71 28.85 29.50 29.87 29.67
eppex 0:n 28.41 28.71 28.63 29.50 29.55 29.54

eppex 1:n+1 28.59 28.65 28.53 29.53 29.56 29.78

Table 6.9: BLEU scores for the discounting experiments on the Fr-En setup.
The "none" columns show the scores for runs without discounting, "GT" and
"KN" columns present scores obtained with Good-Turing and Kneser-Ney dis-
counting respectively.

The discounting clearly improved the performance of the translation models,
higher BLEU scores were observed in all the evaluations except the eppex 1:n+1
KN configuration with the news-test2012 set. The highest improvement rates
were observed in the baseline experiments (i.e. with unfiltered phrase tables),
in away confirming observations of Johnson et al. (2007): they had noticed that
significance filtering of phrase tables can sometimes actually raise the BLEU
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score, but the effect is less prominent, if discounting is employed. The obtained
results suggest that this observation holds for lossy-counted pruning as well.

6.2.2 Memory and time requirements

The wall clock times and CPU consumption of all the basic experiments are
shown in Table 6.10.

total time extraction scoring
experiment wall CPU wall CPU wall CPU
opt-base 56.8 146.1 15.0 39.2 41.8 106.9

opt-c8-base 45.1 149.8 12.7 39.7 32.4 110.1
eppex zero 25.5 25.4 – – – –
eppex def. 12.2 12.2 – – – –
eppex 0:n 10.7 10.7 – – – –

eppex 1:n+1 9.5 9.5 – – – –
eppex 1:n+2 n/a n/a – – – –
eppex 2:n+2 9.3 9.2 – – – –

Table 6.10: Wallclock times and CPU usage values (in hours) of the phrase
table construction for various experiments on the Fr-En setup. The values of
the eppex 1:n+2 experiment were not properly measured.

Again, eppex was able to build the unpruned phrase table in almost twice as
short a time than the optimized baseline that run in parallel on 8 cores and
used approximately the same amount of memory, as shown in Table 6.11.

Since we only managed to accomplish the baseline extraction with the opti-
mized configuration, the virtual memory peaks of baseline experiments were
dominated by the size of memory buffer dedicated to the sort program. The
epochal extraction without pruning consumedmore than 200 GB of the memo-
ry, which was less than a half of the RAM available on the machine used, but is
a very considerable amount otherwise. However, even mild defensive pruning
cut this requirement to 1/2.

VM peak
experiment size step du peak
opt-base 200.1 GB extraction 160.5 GB

opt-c8-base 200.1 GB extraction 160.5 GB
eppex zero 203.0 GB eppex 48.0 GB
eppex def. 89.9 GB eppex 16.0 GB
eppex 0:n 48.7 GB eppex 8.0 GB

eppex 1:n+1 46.4 GB eppex 4.0 GB
eppex 1:n+2 37.7 GB eppex 4.0 GB
eppex 2:n+2 45.6 GB eppex 2.0 GB

Table 6.11: Virtual memory and disk usage peaks of the phrase table construc-
tion for various experiments on the Fr-En setup.
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The monitored disk usage peaks of eppex experiments were rounded up to
multiples of two for some unknown reason, but this does not affect the overall
picture. Despite being given a substantial memory buffer, the baseline still re-
quired considerable temporary disk space, almost four times the actual phrase
table size (42.5 GB).

Finally, Table 6.12 presents the runtime benchmarking values for different con-
figurations of the sigfilter tool.71 The observations are very similar to the
corresponding ones in the Cs-En setup. Again, no significance filtering took
less time than the optimized baseline phrase table construction (opt-c8-base)
and despite the fact that the memory demands increased significantly, they
were again below any of those of eppex.

time VM peak
experiment wall CPU size step
sigfilter a-e 82.7 h 87.9 h 28.2 GB filtering
sigfilter a+e 83.9 h 87.2 h 28.5 GB filtering

sigfilter 30 a+e 46.9 h 50.3 h 28.4 GB filtering
sigfilter 30 10.3 h 13.8 h 11.5 GB indexing

Table 6.12: Benchmarking figures for various settings of sigfilter in the Fr-En
setup: wallclock time, CPU usage value and virtual memory peak with the
phase in which it occurred.

6.3 Comparison to the 2011 version

Przywara and Bojar (2011) presented an evaluation of an early version of eppex
that was only able to extract phrases. It performed a faster phrase table cre-
ation than the legacy phrase-extract in such situations, where lossy counting
resulted in significant filtration of extracted phrase pairs and the consequent
sub-steps (sorting, scoring and consolidation of both phrase table halves) had
to process a reduced amount of data; with the result that the whole process of
phrase table creation finished faster.

As we had all the parallel data used in their experiments available and we
performed our runtime benchmarking in an almost identical manner, we de-
cided to carry out a comparison between the early and current versions of both
versions of eppex as well as the phrase-extract toolkit.

6.3.1 Implementation differences

The current version of eppex differs from the early version mainly in its capabil-
ity of performing not only phrase pair extraction, but a complete phrase table
construction (that is including phrase pair scoring) and even Good-Turing and

71Due a tight experiment schedule we run the sigfilter experiments on the Fr-En setup on a
set of machines designated for the Cs-En setup.
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Kneser-Ney discounting. The early version, however, could be used to extract
orientation info the same way extract can, while this functionality has been
dropped from the current version as not related to the core task of phrase table
creation. Following the upgrade of the phrase-extract suite, an option to read
from gzipped input files and dump gzipped output files has been added to
eppex. Internally, there have been a multitude of performance tweaks, as per-
formance optimization is the most important aim in eppex development, but a
full listing of implementation changes would be purposeless here.

On the contrary, the phrase-extract suite has been updated mainly in order to
provide a richer functionality, but three changes since the mid-2011 version
had a significant impact on its runtime performance: the optimization of tar-
get phrase scanning in scorer implementation,72 adding an option to gzip the
output directly within the main three binaries (extract, scorer and consolidate)
and the parallelization of both phrase extraction and phrase scoring phases.73

6.3.2 Parameters of experiments

Table 6.13 presents all the experiments and their settings. Again, we have
included one more optimized baseline with 7 cores, because the acceleration
achieved is considerable. The default baseline is invoked with the same param-
eters as the 2011 baseline, except for an option that turns on gzipping of tem-
porary data and the phrase table that is now implicitly activated from within
the training script. Because of this, we also turn --GZOutput on for all eppex
runs. We experimented with different pruning parameters: eppex-1-in (milder
pruning) and eppex-1-out (harsher pruning) use the same pruning parameters
as the 2011 experiments and we also performed an eppex zero experiment (an
eppex run with no pruning).

6.3.3 Memory and time requirements

Table 6.14 compares wallclock times and CPU usage of all the experiments
and in the case of the baseline and 2011 experiments also separately for phrase
extraction and phrase scoring phases.

The comparison between the old and current baselines reveals that the opti-
mization of scorer mentioned above resulted in an increase in speed of more
than a factor of two. On the other hand default phrase extraction became
slightly more time consuming, but this may be explained by the fact that paral-
lelization incurred some overhead that does not pay back when running only
with a single core, but significantly cuts down the running time when using
multiple cores: in our setup using 7 cores (along with more memory for sort-
ing) lowered the time of phrase extraction to 40% and of phrase scoring to
almost 50% of respective default measures.

72Commit 677378774aca30c8f0d4ca57267f7ac5ef7d7cb6.
73See extract-parallel.perl and score-parallel.perl in <moses>/scripts/generic/.
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name description and parameters
def-base Standard Moses pipeline with no special parameters

multi-base Standard Moses pipeline with --cores 4

comp-base Standard Moses pipeline with --sort-compress gzip

and --cores 4

opt-base Standard Moses pipeline with --sort-buffer 12G,
--sort-compress gzip and --cores 4

opt-c7-base Standard Moses pipeline with --sort-buffer 12G,
--sort-compress gzip and --cores 7

eppex zero eppex set to no pruning and --GZOutput option
eppex 1-in eppexwith pruning thresholds set to keep in all phrase

pairs of length 1–3 and prune longer phrase pairs with
max. positive threshold of 8 and --GZOutput option

eppex 1-out eppexwith pruning thresholds set to remove all single-
occurring phrase pairs and prune the rest with max.
positive threshold of 8 and --GZOutput option

Table 6.13: List of various experiments and their settings for the "cu-bojar"
setup. The parameters of "eppex 1-in" and "eppex 1-out" conform to the cor-
responding 2011 experiments, "def-base" corresponds to the 2011 "baseline"
experiment except for (now activated implicitly) gzipping of temporary data.

The comparison between 2011 and the current version of eppex also displays
a significant increase in speed: with harsh pruning the phrase table construc-
tion is done in half an hour (took almost two hours in 2011) and without any
pruning the full phrase table was built in less than hour and half.

total time extraction scoring
experiment wall CPU wall CPU wall CPU
baseline* 8.8 7.1 2.1 1.0 6.7 6.1
def-base 5.6 4.8 2.5 1.5 3.1 3.2
multi-base 4.3 5.7 2.2 1.5 2.1 4.1
comp-base 3.3 7.1 1.1 2.5 2.3 4.6
opt-base 3.2 6.0 1.1 1.7 2.1 4.3

opt-c7-base 2.8 6.0 1.1 1.6 1.7 4.3
eppex zero 1.4 1.4 – – – –
eppex 1-in* 4.1 3.7 1.8 1.5 2.2 2.2
eppex 1-in 0.8 0.8 – – – –

eppex 1-out* 1.8 1.6 1.6 1.4 0.2 0.2
eppex 1-out 0.5 0.5 – – – –

Table 6.14: Wallclock times and CPU usage values (in hours) of phrase table
construction for various experiments of the "cu-bojar" setup. An asterisk de-
notes measurements from the 2011 experiments.

Table 6.15 presents memory and disk usage peaks of all the experiments (ex-
cept for disk usage peaks that are not available for the 2011 experiments).
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experiment VM peak du peak
baseline* 1.1 GB –
def-base 1.2 GB 51.8 GB
multi-base 3.9 GB 53.6 GB
comp-base 3.9 GB 14.3 GB
opt-base 24.1 GB 43.7 GB

eppex zero 16.8 GB 3.7 GB
eppex 1-in* 19.2 GB –
eppex 1-in 13.4 GB 1.3 GB
eppex 1-out* 16.7 GB –
eppex 1-out 11.3 GB 0.3 GB

Table 6.15: Virtual memory and disk usage peaks in phrase table construction
for various experiments of the "cu-bojar" setup. An asterisk denotes measure-
ments from the 2011 experiments.

Memory demands of the default baseline remain low, the 0.1 GB difference be-
tween 2011 and now stems from the fact that our benchmarking script includes
the main process in the set of measured processes.

Memory demands of the current version of eppex are significantly lower than of
the 2011 version: in 2011, the harsh pruning setup required as much memory
as the current version run without any pruning at all.

The disk usage peak is significantly reduced in the compressed baseline, but
rises almost to default levels in optimized baselines, despite the fact that the
--sort-compress option has been applied to them as well. We do not poses
sufficient knowledge of the inner workings of GNU sort, therefore we do not
attempt to give an explanation of this peculiar behavior.

6.4 The memory demands of eppex

We assessed the memory demands of eppex by a procedure described in Sec-
tion 5.3.2. The comprehensive tables with virtual memory peaks and phrase
table sizes for the benchmarked configurations of eppex are part of Appendix C;
here, we are going to comment on some of the more interesting figures.

6.4.1 The Cs-En dataset

The Czech-English translation model was constructed with two factors: a true-
cased token and a morphological tag. In the whole data, there were on aver-
age 14 Czech and 16.5 English words per sentence, and each of the batches
had average sentence length close to the overall average. The phrase-pairs-
per-sentence ratio was close to 22.74

74This ratio simply expresses how many unique phrase pairs were on average contributed
by each parallel sentence in the corpus.
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Figure 6.1 presents the virtual memory peaks measured on the three most
varying configurations of the eppex scenario (the complete figures are part of
Table C.1): eppex zero with no Lossy Counter instantiated, eppex def. with three
Lossy Counters instantiated and eppex 0:n with a separate Lossy Counter in-
stantiated for each phrase length. Judging by the shapes of curves connecting
the points with measurements, there seems to be a close-to-linear correlation
between the training data size and the virtual memory peak in all three cases.
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Figure 6.1: A plot of virtual memory peaks of various eppex configurations
invoked on the subsets of Cs-En training data.

This observation inspired us to take a look onto the possibility of predicting
the memory demands of the epochal extraction. Specifically, we were curious,
if a virtual memory peak quickly determined by running eppex on some subset
of the training data made it possible to predict the amount of memory required
to process the whole data.

For each batch of size K with a virtual memory peak vmK we evaluated the
predicted virtual memory peak as: predK = vmK/K × N, where N is the size
of the whole data.75 We then calculated the error of prediction predK as the
normalized difference between the prediction and true virtual memory peak
vmreal : errK = (predK − vmreal)/vmreal . Figure 6.2 presents the error values for
subsets of increasing size expressed as percentages.

With all three configurations, the prediction errors had a very similar course:
predictions on small subsets were strongly overestimated, but the error con-
tinually declined as the ratio of the training data used increased. A decent
prediction, overestimating the total VM peak by no more than 20%, was possi-
ble based on 1/4 of the training data.

75Assuming a linear correlation, the ratio vmK/K is an estimation of the linear coefficient.
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Figure 6.2: Error of virtual memory peak predictions based on the partial runs
of various eppex configurations invoked on the subsets of Cs-En training data.

6.4.2 The Fr-En dataset

The French-English training data contained only a single factor: an input to-
ken in lowercase. There were on average 30 French and 25.5 English tokens
per sentence in the whole data, but in most of the batches the averages were
below these values (down to 25.5 tokens per sentence in the case of French and
24 tokens per sentence in the case of English). Compared to the Cs-En dataset,
the sentences were on average almost twice as long and likewise the phrase-
pairs-per-sentence ratio was twice as large, almost 46 in the case of unpruned
phrase table.

In the case of the Fr-En data, we decided to point out the differences between
the memory demands and the output sizes of three eppex configurations in-
stantiated with separate Lossy Counting instances for each phrase length, as
two of them have the same error margin and two of them prune with the same
negative limit.

Figure 6.3 illustrates the influence of error margin on eppex memory demands
(the complete figures are part of Table C.3). Both eppex 0:n and eppex 1:n+1 con-
figurations have the same error margins and their memory demands closely
follow each other, with the latter having bit lower memory peaks, because of
the harsher pruning.

Despite the fact that eppex 0:n and eppex 1:n+1 have similar memory demands,
their outputs differ significantly, as Figure 6.4 shows (the complete figures are
part of Table C.4). The eppex 1:n+1 configuration pruned off all the singletons,
so it consistently produced phrase tables substantially smaller than the eppex
0:n configuration.
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Figure 6.3: A plot of virtual memory peaks of three eppex configurations in-
voked on subsets of Fr-En training data.

In fact, the degree of pruning of eppex 1:n+1 is very close to the eppex 1:n+2
configuration, because in both cases it is determined by the common negative
limit.
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Figure 6.4: A plot of phrase table sizes obtained with three eppex configura-
tions invoked on subsets of Fr-En training data.

One more observable phenomenon is the clearly visible plateau in the plot of
phrase table sizes obtained by the eppex 0:n configuration on the range of input
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sizes from 25 M to 35 M parallel sentences. A quick examination of the figures
in Table C.4 confirms that, indeed, with the eppex 0:n configuration, 268 million
phrase pairs is extracted from 25 million parallel sentences, but only 1 million
more is extracted from the additional 5 million sentences and 2 million more
from the additional 10 million sentences.

The origin of this peculiarity lies in the great amount of phrase pairs with
counts in the error margin zone, i.e. phrase pairs that are neither guaranteed to
be removed nor retained. If such a phrase pair happened to be extracted from
a batch of a certain size, but has no more additional occurrences in the batch of
increased size, then the likelihood of its extraction goes down.

Since our corpus was created from several smaller corpora and we did not
shuffle the sentences, it is likely that the distribution of extracted phrase pairs
rapidly changed as a result of data coming from a different parallel corpus and,
consequently, the amount of phrase pairs in the error zone, that happened to
be pruned, massively increased.

Nevertheless, the definition of Lossy Counting limits guarantees that whenev-
er the limits are fixed adding more items to the input stream results in at least
as many phrase pairs being extracted as from the non-extended stream.
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7. Conclusions

No one involved in computers would ever say that a certain amount of memory is
enough for all time.

— Bill Gates, commenting on the perhaps most famous remark attributed to him

In this work we examined the applicability of the Lossy Counting algorithm
that was designed to deliver approximate frequency counts over a stream of
input items, to perform on-the-fly filtration of phrase pairs extracted in the
process of phrase table creation in Statistical Machine Translation systems.

To tackle this task, we implemented a software tool that builds a complete
phrase translation table with maximum likelihood scores derived from the fre-
quency counts as approximated by the lossy counting of phrase pairs extracted
from parallel corpora. Because internally the Lossy Counting algorithm splits
the input stream into epochs, we dubbed our tool eppex, an acronym for epochal
phrase pairs extractor.

On top of the standard instantiation of the Lossy Counting algorithm with
support and error thresholds, we devised a more intuitive interface to invoke
eppex: the positive and negative limits that directly relate to the true frequencies
of the extracted phrase pairs. We show the relation of phrase table pruning
activated with these limits to the existing criterion of count-based pruning. We
also discussed the impact of various settings of these limits on the memory
demands and output size of the epochal extraction: especially, we stressed
that there is no direct relation between the degree of pruning and the amount
of memory consumed by the program.

We performed a series of the experimental phrase table extractions and careful-
ly benchmarked the performance of eppex and of a baseline system for phrase
table construction, for which we chose the phrase-extract toolkit from an open-
source SMT system, Moses. Moreover, in our experiments, we also included a
popular tool for phrase table pruning that is shipped with Moses, the signifi-
cance filter or sigfilter for short.

The results we obtained, showed, that eppexwas capable of prune off substan-
tial amounts of phrase pairs (up to 95% of the phrase table) without a signifi-
cant loss in the ultimate translation quality as confirmed by the automatic eval-
uation measure BLEU. The differences between the baseline and eppex scores
were below 0.6 points of BLEU. In fact, eppex often scored slightly better than
the baseline, although we observed that, when the phrase tables were treated
with state-of-the-art discounting techniques, the baseline performed better.

The sigfilter tool seemed to perform slightly better than eppex in the case of a
French-English translation model based on massive training data with only a
single input factor and a language model that was simply derived from the
target side of the parallel corpus. By contrast, in the case of a two-factored,
Czech-English translation model with the proper language models, slightly
better scores were obtained by eppex.
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Definitely the biggest advantage of eppex, when compared to the baseline sys-
tem, is its runtime performance. As Figure 7.1 illustrates, eppexwas capable of
building the complete phrase table twice as fast as the most competitive base-
line configuration and with several times less CPU consumption. On the oth-
er hand, eppex requires a considerable amount of RAM to proceed, while the
baseline in its default configuration aims at utilizing as little RAM as possi-
ble. Therefore, we consider eppex to be a viable alternative to the phrase-extract
toolkit rather than a definitive replacement.
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Figure 7.1: Summary of the runtime benchmarking figures for the most rele-
vant experiments with the Czech-English dataset (from left to right): baseline
with the default parameters, baseline using multiple cores and large memory
buffer, eppex with no pruning and the eppex with pruning configuration that
achieved the best BLEU score of all experiments (labeled eppex defensive).

7.1 Future work

We are aware, that in its current state, eppex is a usable tool, but a potential
user of eppex could be discouraged by the lack of some finer control over its
memory demands incurred during runtime.

Addressing this possible concern, we see two possible ways to improve eppex:

1. Provide the user with a method to properly determine the maximum
amount of memory that eppexwould require to process a particular train-
ing data.

2. Provide the user with an option to set a limit on the maximum amount
of memory utilized by the program.
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In Section 6.4 we already sketched a possible approach of how to determine the
memory peak of epochal extraction with a given pruning configuration and
given input data. However, it is hard to know whether this approach could be
enhanced to offer a more precise estimation than the 20% overestimate based
on the 25% of training data that we achieved in our initial experiments, and
how consistent this estimation could be made.

Point two has two possible approaches. The first approach is to make the
program aware of its memory consumption and implement some means of
resolving the situation when all available memory is exhausted. The second
approach is to control program memory consumption from outside: as soon
as its memory consumption exceeds a predefined limit, it can simply be termi-
nated, and run again with harsher pruning (e.g. by raising the positive limit).
Obviously, the second approach does not require any changes to the existing
version of program, just a bit of scripting.

Besides finer control over memory consumption, yet another problem that
could be addressed in future work on eppex, is the support for incremental train-
ing. With new parallel data becoming available every year, more and more re-
searchers seek the means to retrain their translation models without running
the whole training process from scratch.

In a way, eppex already helps work around this problem: by making the train-
ing process much faster, the need to avoid rerunning the training process is
somewhat lowered. However, a more straight-forward solution should be al-
so possible. Given that phrase tables usually contain the frequency counts of
phrase pairs, these frequencies could be used to initialize the internal Lossy
Counting data memory and the epochal extraction could then proceed by pro-
cessing only the new training data.
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A. Getting Eppex

A.1 Prerequisities

Only Boost is required to compile and run eppex. If you have successfully com-
piled Moses then you probably already have all you need in place.

Just in case you do not want to install Boost as a whole, but only the necessary
parts of it, you will need to get two libraries (build them or install them via
your packaging system): Program Options and IOStreams. Eppex also includes
some headers from the following header-only Boost libraries: Integer, Iterator,
Pool and Tokenizer.

Besides that you will probably want to employ the power of hash tables that
comes with the recent version of C++ standard.76 Most decent C++ compilers
will have this feature available, although some may require you to explicitly
request compilation with C++11 features.77

A.2 Download

Eppex is hosted on Github78 in a fork79 of the core Moses repository80. If you
have your own local clone of Moses repo then all you need is to add the fork
as a new remote, fetch it and checkout the remote branch eppex into some new
local branch.

cd <your-mosesdecoder-dir>

git remote add eppex https://github.com/chesio/mosesdecoder.git

git fetch eppex

git checkout -b eppex eppex/eppex

Important note: the eppex branch is based on RELEASE-1.0, not the current
master. Should you wish to use eppex with the most recent Moses code, you
may try merging the branch master into eppex:

git merge master

Be warned that you may encounter some merge conflicts in train-model.perl as
this script frequently gets updated. In such a case feel free to contact the author
of eppex, he will be happy to help you.

76http://en.cppreference.com/w/cpp/container/unordered_set
77For example GCC requires the command-line parameter -std=c++0x to be passed when

compiling (or -std=c++11 with GCC 4.7 and later).
78https://www.github.com
79https://github.com/chesio/mosesdecoder
80https://github.com/moses-smt/mosesdecoder
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A.3 Installation

Eppex related files may be found in the contrib/eppex directory of the eppex
fork and for the time being the executable has to be compiled separately from
the Moses build.81 Some implementation features and functionality of eppex is
determined during compile-time and you are encouraged to alter the defaults
to suit your needs and your compiler capabilities. How to alter them specif-
ically depends on the selected compilation method (Boost.Build or make – see
below), the default behavior when no changes are made is the following:

• eppex uses std::map and std::set as associative containers

• eppex allows extraction of phrase pairs of maximum length limit up to 8

Once compiled you will find eppex binary in the contrib/eppex directory. You
are free to move it to whatever location suits your working environment, just
do not forget to pass the full path to train-model.perl invocation.

Installation using Boost.Build

This approach is recommended since Boost.Build82 is required by the Moses
install process as well and if you do not have a working Boost.Build setup on
your machine, you may try to use the one shipped with Moses: just run bjam
shell script from the Moses root instead of the system bjam.83

If you would like to compile eppexwith faster (unordered) associative contain-
ers just pass --with-hashtables flag to the bjam command. The limit for max-
imum phrase length can be raised to 128 by adding --allow-long-phrases.

cd contrib/eppex

bjam [--with-hashtables] [--allow-long-phrases]

# or using Moses bjam: ../../bjam <options>

Installation using make

The contrib/eppex directory also contains aMakefile thatmay be used to com-
pile eppex and should work onmost Linux systems that have GCC compiler in-
stalled. The faster associative containers and higher maximum phrase length
limit can be activated via environment variables:

cd contrib/eppex

[USE_HASHTABLES=1] [ALLOW_LONG_PHRASES=1] make all

81For the build instructions on Moses, consult the file BUILD-INSTRUCTIONS.txt.
82http://www.boost.org/boost-build2/doc/html/index.html
83Note that the first invocation will attempt to compile the actual bjam executable from

sources.
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B. Usage

Depending on your goal, you may use eppex to:

• collect aggregated counts of phrase pairs of same lengths

• generate direct and inverse extract files – acts as an alternative to the
extract tool

• construct a phrase table – acts as an alternative to both extract and score
tools

For any of the three options above, eppex requires three input files to proceed:
the target side of the corpus, the source side of the corpus and the alignment
information. Moreover, if lexical scores are to be included in the phrase trans-
lation table, paths to both direct and inverse lexical translation tables have to
be specified.

Eppex is a drop-in replacement, therefore it expects all input files to have the
same format as expected by the extract component and produces output files
in the same format as extract and score components.

B.1 Lossy Counting parametrization

For each phrase pair length (or an inclusive interval) a separate Lossy Counter
instance can be created that does its "lossy counting" separately from other in-
stances and is fed only with phrase pairs of length from the assigned interval.
This allows you to apply different limits (or thresholds) to phrase pairs of dif-
ferent length. As quality benchmarking results presented in Chapter 6 suggest,
it is viable to prune short phrase pairs with milder a threshold (or no threshold
at all) and use harsher thresholds only for longer phrase pairs.

A phrase pair length is defined as the length of its longest compound: thus, a
phrase pair (e, f ) with e being "europe" and f being "životě v evropě" has the
length of three. This definition is motivated by the application of a maximum
phrase length limit in the core extract tool: any phrase pair having either com-
pound of length exceeding the limit is not extracted (ie. the phrase length
maximum is decisive).

Eppex provides two ways to set support and error parameters for Lossy Count-
ing instances:

1. You may specify the support and error thresholds directly, but doing so
requires a good awareness of the amount of phrase pairs that is going to
be fed into all instances of the Lossy Counting algorithm, otherwise you
can prune too much or do not prune at all.

2. You may set the negative and positive limits that will directly relate to
true frequency counts of the phrase pairs extracted from your data. The
negative limit n is a value such that no item whose true frequency is equal
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or less than n will be output. The positive limit p is a value such that
all items whose true frequency is equal or greater than p will be output.
Obviously, this forces n < p (the only exception is the possibility to set
n = p = 0).

Within a single run of eppex only one approach can be used. The latter (limit-
based) is much more convenient, thus recommended. The only related draw-
back is the necessity of reading the input files twice. An additional loop over
input files is done to grasp the counts of items that will be fed to each Lossy
Counter instance in order to calculate the proper values of their support and
error parameters, so the properties of output will match the specified limits.84

However, this counting loop runs very fast and, as a matter of fact, all the
eppex experiments reported in this work have been run in such a way and all
the runtime benchmarking statistics account for runs with this additional input
processing loop.

B.2 Command line options

As already mentioned several times, eppex is a command line tool. The com-
mand line syntax for eppex is following:85

./eppex tgt src align [dir-lex-table [inv-lex-table]] <options>

The 5 positional arguments are:

• tgt - path to target language corpus (required). May be also provided
via --tgt option.

• src - path to source language corpus (required). May be also provided
via --src option.

• align - path to alignments file (required). May be also provided via
--align option.

• dir-lex-table - path to direct lexical table (optional). May be also pro-
vided via --direct-lex-table option.

• inv-lex-table - path to inverse lexical table (optional). May be also pro-
vided via --inverse-lex-table option.

Options related to phrase pair counting:

• --counts-file <string> - path to file with phrase pair counts. Turns on
counting mode, if --reuse-counts is not specified.

• --reuse-counts - use counts from the provided file instead of counting
anew (turns off counting mode).

84Section 3.1 provides more details on the relation between the positive and negative limits
and the support and error thresholds.

85The order of input file specification (first the target side, second the source side, third the
alignment) is the same as of that of the extract tool.
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• --max-phrase-len <num> - maximum length of extracted phrases. De-
fault value is 7. If one or more phrase length values or intervals are set
via --limits or --thresholds, the maximum phrase length is set accord-
ingly and any value provided via this option is ignored.

Options related to phrase pair extraction:

• --extract-file <string> - path to file for extracted phrase pairs. The
inverse file has .inv extension attached to its name automatically. Turns
on extraction mode.

• --thresholds <string> - a comma separated list of error and support
thresholds for Lossy Counting. For each phrase pair length or range of
lengths a separate lossy counter can be specified as a triple consisting of
length/range specification, error threshold and support threshold joined
with a colon sign, for example: 1:1e-10:1e-9 or 2-3:2e-7:3e-8.

• --limits <string> - a comma separated list of negative and positive lim-
its for Lossy Counting. For each phrase pair length or range of lengths
a separate lossy counter can be specified as a triple consisting of length
or range specification, negative limit and positive limit joined with a colon
sign, for example: 1-3:0:1 or 4:1:3.

• --lambda <float> - a value for parameter λ ∈ (0.0, 1.0) used in evalu-
ation of the error threshold ǫ from the positive limit p and the negative
limit n as ǫ = (p− n− λ)/N. Default value for λ is 0.5.

• --no-final-pruning - do not prune items with f < (s − ǫ)N at the end
of input processing, dump out all items remaining in storage.

Options related to phrase pair scoring:

• --phrase-table-file <string> - path to phrase table file. Turns on
scoring mode.

• --direct-lex-table <string> - path to direct lexical table. If given, di-
rect lexical score lex(e| f ) will be included in phrase table. May be passed
also as 4-th positional parameter.

• --inverse-lex-table <string> - path to inverse lexical table. If given,
inverse lexical score lex( f |e) will be included in phrase table. May be
passed also as 5-th positional parameter.

• --OnlyDirect - print only direct scores p(e| f ) and lex(e| f )

• --NoLex - do not include lexical scores. It is sufficient to omit specification
of lexical table files to not include lexical scores, but this switch can be
used to override their presence.

• --NoPhraseCount - do not include phrase counts.

• --NoWordAlignment - do not print word alignment.

• --GoodTuring - adjust phrase translation probabilities with Good-Turing
discounting
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• --KneserNey - adjust phrase translation probabilities with Kneser-Ney
discounting

• --LogProb - print logarithm of probabilities

• --NegLogProb - print negative logarithm of probabilities

Options related to both phrase pair extraction and scoring:

• --GZOutput - gzip the output (automatically adds .gz extension to the
filenames provided).

It is important to mention that at least one of the options providing an output
file has to be set (--counts-file, --extract-file or --phrase-table-file),
otherwise eppexwill be unable to decide on how to proceed.

Finally, three program options exist that provide some information about the
program:

• --help - prints the program help.

• --info - prints basic information about the program.

• --version - prints program version.

B.3 Missing features

At the moment eppex cannot extract orientation information that is required for
training of reordering models.

Also some of the features of the core phrase-extract suite fromMoses release 1.0
are still missing in eppex, namely:

• the inclusion of sentence ID in extract files: see --IncludeSentenceId

option of the extract tool

• adding sentence weights to extracted phrases: see --InstanceWeights

option of the extract tool

• dumping singleton feature: see --Singleton option of the scorer tool

• adding penalty to unaligned (function) words: see --UnalignedPenalty

and --UnalignedFunctionWordPenalty options of the scorer tool

B.4 Examples

Let us finish this chapter with some examples that demonstrate some typical
patterns of eppex usage. Because input file specification is always required, we
will only mark it by <input> in command line snippets below.
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Grab counts of phrase pairs of lengths up to 8 that would be extracted from
the input corpus and store them in the file counts.txt:

eppex <input> --max-phrase-len 8 --counts-file counts.txt

Construct a phrase table reusing the counts from file counts.txt and using
two Lossy Counting instances: one to keep all phrase pairs with length from
1 to 3 and another to remove all phrase pairs with length from 4 to 6 with
true frequency equal to 1 and keep all with true frequency at least 3. Despite
the fact that the counts.txt file contains counts for phrase pair lengths up to
8, the specification of --limits determines that the phrase table will contain
only phrase pairs of length up to 6:

eppex <input> --counts-file counts.txt --reuse-counts \\

--limits 1-3:0:1,4-6:1:3 --phrase-table-file phrase-table

Construct a phrase table with phrase pairs pruned according to the following
rule: for each phrase pair length L only phrase pairs with true frequency at
least L will be retained, the rest might or might not be pruned depending on
the distribution of their occurrences in the parallel corpus:

eppex <input> --phrase-table-file phrase-table \\

--limits 1:0:1,2:0:2,3:0:3,4:0:4,5:0:5,6:0:6,7:0:7

Construct a complete phrase table not removing a single phrase pair. The
phrase table will be stored gzipped in the file phrase-table.gz and will con-
tain phrase pairs of length up to (default maximum) 7.

eppex <input> --phrase-table-file phrase-table --GZOutput

Construct a complete phrase table (as above), but include also lexical weights
based on the lexical translation tables lex.f2e and lex.e2f.

eppex <input> --phrase-table-file phrase-table --GZOutput \\

--direct-lex-table lex.f2e --inverse-lex-table lex.e2f
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C. Benchmarking tables

This appendix contains complete memory benchmarking results and phrase
table sizes obtained by the procedure described in Section 5.3.2.

Figures below display graphical overviews of the virtual memory peaks mea-
sured on the Cs-En setup (Figure C.1) and the Fr-En setup (Figure C.2).
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Figure C.1: Plot of the virtual memory peaks of several eppex configurations
invoked on subsets of the Cs-En training data.
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Figure C.2: Plot of the virtual memory peaks of several eppex configurations
invoked on subsets of the Fr-En training data.
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C.1 Cs-En dataset

input data size virtual memory peak per eppex configuration
sent. source target zero def. 0:n 0:n+1 1:n+1

0.1 M 1.4 M 1.6 M 467 MB 268 MB 187 MB 171 MB 151 MB
0.2 M 2.8 M 3.2 M 856 MB 478 MB 297 MB 263 MB 278 MB
0.3 M 4.1 M 4.8 M 1.2 GB 649 MB 398 MB 355 MB 371 MB
0.4 M 5.5 M 6.3 M 1.5 GB 799 MB 495 MB 424 MB 460 MB
0.5 M 6.9 M 7.9 M 1.8 GB 1.0 GB 599 MB 492 MB 557 MB
0.6 M 8.3 M 9.5 M 2.1 GB 1.2 GB 704 MB 561 MB 654 MB
0.7 M 9.7 M 11.1 M 2.6 GB 1.3 GB 814 MB 646 MB 757 MB
0.8 M 11.1 M 12.7 M 2.9 GB 1.4 GB 897 MB 731 MB 834 MB
0.9 M 12.5 M 14.3 M 3.1 GB 1.6 GB 1.0 GB 805 MB 932 MB
1.0 M 13.8 M 15.9 M 3.4 GB 1.7 GB 1.1 GB 861 MB 1.0 GB
1.5 M 20.7 M 23.8 M 4.6 GB 2.5 GB 1.4 GB 1.2 GB 1.3 GB
2.0 M 27.6 M 31.8 M 6.2 GB 3.1 GB 1.8 GB 1.5 GB 1.7 GB
2.5 M 34.6 M 39.7 M 7.3 GB 3.9 GB 2.2 GB 1.8 GB 2.1 GB
3.0 M 41.5 M 47.7 M 8.5 GB 4.5 GB 2.6 GB 2.0 GB 2.4 GB
3.5 M 48.4 M 55.6 M 10.3 GB 5.0 GB 2.9 GB 2.4 GB 2.7 GB
4.0 M 55.3 M 63.5 M 11.4 GB 5.5 GB 3.2 GB 2.6 GB 3.0 GB
4.5 M 62.2 M 71.5 M 12.4 GB 6.1 GB 3.5 GB 2.9 GB 3.3 GB
5.0 M 69.1 M 79.4 M 13.5 GB 6.6 GB 3.8 GB 3.1 GB 3.6 GB
5.5 M 76.0 M 87.3 M 14.5 GB 7.3 GB 4.3 GB 3.4 GB 4.0 GB
6.0 M 82.9 M 95.2 M 15.5 GB 8.0 GB 4.6 GB 3.5 GB 4.2 GB
6.5 M 89.8 M 103 M 16.5 GB 8.6 GB 4.9 GB 3.8 GB 4.5 GB
7.0 M 96.8 M 111 M 17.5 GB 9.0 GB 5.2 GB 4.0 GB 4.8 GB
7.5 M 104 M 119 M 18.5 GB 9.5 GB 5.4 GB 4.3 GB 5.0 GB
8.0 M 111 M 127 M 20.8 GB 9.9 GB 5.7 GB 4.6 GB 5.3 GB
9.0 M 124 M 143 M 22.8 GB 11.1 GB 6.3 GB 5.2 GB 5.8 GB
10 M 138 M 159 M 24.6 GB 11.9 GB 6.8 GB 5.5 GB 6.3 GB
11 M 152 M 175 M 26.5 GB 12.8 GB 7.3 GB 5.9 GB 6.8 GB
12 M 166 M 191 M 28.2 GB 14.0 GB 7.9 GB 6.4 GB 7.4 GB
13 M 180 M 206 M 30.0 GB 14.9 GB 8.7 GB 6.8 GB 8.1 GB
14 M 194 M 222 M 31.8 GB 15.7 GB 9.2 GB 7.1 GB 8.5 GB
15 M 209 M 240 M 34.2 GB 17.4 GB 9.8 GB 7.7 GB 9.0 GB
full 220 M 253 M 36.8 GB 18.1 GB 10.5 GB 8.4 GB 9.6 GB

Table C.1: Virtual memory peaks of phrase table construction performed with
various configurations of eppex run on portions of the Cs-En dataset. The in-
put data size column lists the number of parallel sentences and the number
of words on the source and target sides. The full corpus had almost 15.5 M
parallel sentences.
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input data size phrase table size per eppex configuration
sent. source target zero def. 0:n 0:n+1 1:n+1

0.1 M 1.4 M 1.6 M 3.6 M 1.5 M 853 K 590 K 187 K
0.2 M 2.8 M 3.2 M 6.9 M 2.7 M 1.6 M 1.2 M 381 K
0.3 M 4.1 M 4.8 M 10.0 M 3.8 M 2.4 M 1.7 M 567 K
0.4 M 5.5 M 6.3 M 13.0 M 4.9 M 3.1 M 2.2 M 759 K
0.5 M 6.9 M 7.9 M 15.9 M 6.0 M 3.8 M 2.7 M 958 K
0.6 M 8.3 M 9.5 M 18.7 M 7.0 M 4.4 M 3.2 M 1.2 M
0.7 M 9.7 M 11.1 M 21.5 M 8.0 M 5.1 M 3.7 M 1.4 M
0.8 M 11.1 M 12.7 M 24.1 M 9.0 M 5.7 M 4.1 M 1.6 M
0.9 M 12.5 M 14.3 M 26.7 M 10.0 M 6.3 M 4.6 M 1.8 M
1.0 M 13.8 M 15.9 M 29.3 M 10.9 M 7.0 M 5.1 M 2.0 M
1.5 M 20.7 M 23.8 M 41.8 M 15.4 M 10.0 M 7.5 M 3.1 M
2.0 M 27.6 M 31.8 M 53.7 M 19.6 M 12.9 M 9.7 M 4.0 M
2.5 M 34.6 M 39.7 M 65.3 M 23.7 M 15.7 M 11.8 M 5.0 M
3.0 M 41.5 M 47.7 M 76.5 M 27.6 M 18.3 M 13.9 M 5.9 M
3.5 M 48.4 M 55.6 M 87.4 M 31.3 M 20.9 M 15.9 M 6.8 M
4.0 M 55.3 M 63.5 M 98.1 M 34.9 M 23.2 M 17.7 M 7.5 M
4.5 M 62.2 M 71.5 M 109 M 38.4 M 25.7 M 19.6 M 8.3 M
5.0 M 69.1 M 79.4 M 119 M 41.9 M 28.1 M 21.4 M 9.1 M
5.5 M 76.0 M 87.3 M 129 M 45.2 M 30.4 M 23.2 M 9.8 M
6.0 M 82.9 M 95.2 M 139 M 48.5 M 32.7 M 25.0 M 10.5 M
6.5 M 89.8 M 103 M 149 M 51.7 M 34.9 M 26.6 M 11.3 M
7.0 M 96.8 M 111 M 159 M 54.9 M 37.2 M 28.3 M 12.0 M
7.5 M 104 M 119 M 169 M 58.1 M 39.4 M 30.1 M 12.7 M
8.0 M 111 M 127 M 179 M 61.2 M 41.7 M 31.9 M 13.4 M
9.0 M 124 M 143 M 198 M 67.3 M 46.2 M 35.3 M 14.9 M
10 M 138 M 159 M 216 M 73.3 M 50.5 M 38.6 M 16.4 M
11 M 152 M 175 M 234 M 79.2 M 54.7 M 41.9 M 17.9 M
12 M 166 M 191 M 252 M 84.9 M 59.0 M 45.2 M 19.4 M
13 M 180 M 206 M 269 M 90.6 M 63.2 M 48.5 M 20.9 M
14 M 194 M 222 M 287 M 96.2 M 67.3 M 51.7 M 22.4 M
15 M 209 M 240 M 310 M 103 M 75.1 M 58.3 M 24.0 M
full 220 M 253 M 336 M 110 M 86.2 M 67.9 M 25.7 M

Table C.2: Phrase table sizes (in phrase pairs) obtained with various configu-
rations of eppex on portions of the Cs-En dataset. The input data size column
lists the number of parallel sentences and the number of words on the source
and target sides. The full corpus had almost 15.5 M parallel sentences.
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C.2 Fr-En dataset

input data size virtual memory peak per eppex configuration
sent. source target zero def. zero-n 1:n+1 1:n+2

.1 M 2.6 M 2.4 M 0.9 GB 0.4 GB 0.3 GB 0.2 GB 0.2 GB

.2 M 5.1 M 4.8 M 1.7 GB 0.8 GB 0.4 GB 0.4 GB 0.3 GB

.3 M 7.7 M 7.2 M 2.5 GB 1.2 GB 0.6 GB 0.6 GB 0.5 GB

.4 M 10.2 M 9.6 M 3.2 GB 1.5 GB 0.8 GB 0.8 GB 0.6 GB

.5 M 12.8 M 12.1 M 4.0 GB 2.0 GB 1.0 GB 0.9 GB 0.7 GB

.6 M 15.5 M 14.5 M 5.0 GB 2.3 GB 1.2 GB 1.1 GB 0.9 GB

.7 M 18.2 M 16.9 M 5.7 GB 2.6 GB 1.4 GB 1.3 GB 1.0 GB

.8 M 21.0 M 19.3 M 6.4 GB 3.0 GB 1.6 GB 1.4 GB 1.2 GB

.9 M 23.7 M 21.8 M 7.1 GB 3.4 GB 1.8 GB 1.7 GB 1.3 GB
1 M 26.6 M 24.3 M 7.8 GB 3.8 GB 2.0 GB 1.8 GB 1.4 GB
2 M 53.6 M 48.4 M 15.4 GB 7.4 GB 3.8 GB 3.4 GB 2.6 GB
3 M 80.2 M 72.3 M 23.6 GB 10.4 GB 5.5 GB 5.0 GB 3.9 GB
4 M 109 M 98.8 M 29.7 GB 13.6 GB 7.0 GB 6.5 GB 5.1 GB
5 M 138 M 125 M 35.0 GB 15.7 GB 8.5 GB 7.9 GB 6.2 GB
6 M 166 M 148 M 42.4 GB 18.0 GB 9.8 GB 9.1 GB 7.3 GB
7 M 193 M 171 M 46.3 GB 20.1 GB 10.7 GB 10.1 GB 8.1 GB
8 M 222 M 195 M 50.8 GB 21.6 GB 11.6 GB 10.8 GB 9.1 GB
9 M 251 M 219 M 55.3 GB 23.7 GB 12.6 GB 11.8 GB 9.9 GB

10 M 279 M 242 M 59.6 GB 25.4 GB 13.9 GB 13.0 GB 10.6 GB
12 M 338 M 291 M 69.1 GB 29.1 GB 16.0 GB 14.8 GB 12.4 GB
14 M 398 M 341 M 84.3 GB 34.8 GB 18.9 GB 17.5 GB 14.2 GB
16 M 458 M 391 M 93.8 GB 39.7 GB 21.1 GB 19.4 GB 16.0 GB
18 M 519 M 442 M 103 GB 44.2 GB 23.6 GB 21.8 GB 17.6 GB
20 M 581 M 494 M 113 GB 48.4 GB 25.8 GB 23.7 GB 19.1 GB
25 M 749 M 636 M 141 GB 61.5 GB 33.1 GB 30.2 GB 25.3 GB
30 M 903 M 769 M 174 GB 73.6 GB 38.8 GB 36.1 GB 30.5 GB
35 M 1050 M 895 M 190 GB 85.5 GB 44.9 GB 42.6 GB 35.1 GB
full 1173 M 1001 M 203 GB 89.9 GB 48.7 GB 46.4 GB 37.7 GB

Table C.3: Virtual memory peaks of phrase table construction performed with
various configurations of eppex run on portions of the Fr-En dataset. The in-
put data size triple stands for: number of parallel sentences and number of
words on the source and target side. The full corpus had almost 39 M parallel
sentences.
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input data size phrase table size per eppex configuration
sent. source target zero def. zero-n 1:n+1 1:n+2

.1 M 2.6 M 2.4 M 7.7 M 2.8 M 1.6 M 237 K 182 K

.2 M 5.1 M 4.8 M 14.8 M 5.2 M 3.0 M 471 K 362 K

.3 M 7.7 M 7.2 M 22.0 M 7.5 M 4.4 M 695 K 531 K

.4 M 10.2 M 9.6 M 29.3 M 10.0 M 5.9 M 940 K 719 K

.5 M 12.8 M 12.1 M 36.8 M 12.5 M 7.4 M 1.2 M 891 K

.6 M 15.5 M 14.5 M 44.1 M 14.9 M 8.8 M 1.4 M 1.1 M

.7 M 18.2 M 16.9 M 51.2 M 17.2 M 10.1 M 1.7 M 1.3 M

.8 M 21.0 M 19.3 M 58.3 M 19.4 M 11.4 M 2.0 M 1.5 M

.9 M 23.7 M 21.8 M 65.3 M 21.6 M 12.6 M 2.3 M 1.7 M
1 M 26.6 M 24.3 M 72.5 M 23.9 M 14.1 M 2.5 M 1.9 M
2 M 53.6 M 48.4 M 142 M 44.7 M 27.1 M 4.9 M 3.7 M
3 M 80.2 M 72.3 M 211 M 64.7 M 39.9 M 7.2 M 5.6 M
4 M 109 M 98.8 M 270 M 78.7 M 44.1 M 10.1 M 8.0 M
5 M 138 M 125 M 322 M 88.5 M 49.7 M 12.7 M 10.1 M
6 M 166 M 148 M 368 M 102 M 60.4 M 17.9 M 15.0 M
7 M 193 M 171 M 407 M 115 M 66.6 M 25.5 M 22.2 M
8 M 222 M 195 M 451 M 127 M 81.1 M 30.2 M 25.7 M
9 M 251 M 219 M 495 M 142 M 90.1 M 36.5 M 30.8 M

10 M 279 M 242 M 539 M 154 M 104 M 40.2 M 34.0 M
12 M 338 M 291 M 632 M 179 M 123 M 44.3 M 36.0 M
14 M 398 M 341 M 727 M 204 M 142 M 46.8 M 37.3 M
16 M 458 M 391 M 820 M 225 M 159 M 49.3 M 38.9 M
18 M 519 M 442 M 913 M 248 M 177 M 53.2 M 41.9 M
20 M 581 M 494 M 1007 M 271 M 195 M 57.8 M 45.5 M
25 M 749 M 636 M 1290 M 349 M 268 M 70.6 M 55.1 M
30 M 903 M 769 M 1502 M 401 M 269 M 90.6 M 72.9 M
35 M 1050 M 895 M 1659 M 438 M 270 M 111 M 91.1 M
full 1173 M 1001 M 1782 M 463 M 283 M 128 M 106 M

Table C.4: Phrase table sizes (in phrase pairs) obtained with various configu-
rations of eppex on portions of the Fr-En dataset. The input data size column
lists the number of parallel sentences and the number of words on the source
and target sides. The full corpus had almost 39 M parallel sentences.
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D. Contents of the attached CD

Printed version of this thesis has a compact disc attached to it with the follow-
ing contents:

• bin/eppex – eppex v.2.5.1 executable, compiled with --with-hashtables

and statical linking (using GCC 4.6.3 on a 64-bit version of Ubuntu)

• data – folder with an example training data prepared from the Czech-
English part of the Europarl v6 parallel corpus

• README – a README file

• src – folder with eppex source files (as of the eppex version presented in
this thesis)

• thesis.pdf – a PDF version of this thesis

• utils/benchie.py – a Python script used for runtime benchmarking
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